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A NOTE FROM THE PUBLISHER:

s of this writing, I am sorely in need of a hair-
cut. A trivial consideration, you say? Of course it 
is, especially under these circumstances…

But it is under these circumstances that haircuts and any number 
of other mundane aspects of normalcy have been stripped away 
from all of us with little warning – and with no reprieve yet on 
the horizon.

And, while a temporary hold on my regular visits to Amy at Rootz 
Hair Salon in North Adams has negligible impact on my life and 
well-being (self-conscious shagginess aside), the fl ip side of those 
missed appointments cannot be so readily dismissed.

That’s because my lost opportunity for a trim means lost income 
for Amy. Multiply that by the dozens of other customers who visit 
Amy in any given week, and you suddenly see a successful busi-
ness that is no longer generating any revenue at all.

And that saddens me. After all, Amy has been cutting my hair 
– and that of my whole family – since our twenty-something 
sons were toddlers.

It saddens me all the more to consider that there are hundreds 
or even thousands of other Amys right here in Berkshire County 
alone – and countless more beyond our borders. Owners of small 
businesses who have seen their ability to do business interrupted 
by the pandemic. Who have found it necessary to lay off valued 
employees while their doors are shut. Who have no clue about 
when they will be able to open those doors again (notwithstand-
ing noise emanating from the White House). Who are unsure 
how they are going to get by until that day comes. Who are wor-
ried that their business may not be able to bounce back once the 
shutdown is lifted.

For many, these concerns may be mitigated by federal largesse 
in the form of the CARES Act and other relief measures that 
follow. It is undoubtedly good news that business owners have 
access to programs to help them weather the turmoil. A friend at 
one of our local banks just informed me that applications for the 
PPP – Payroll Protection Program – have been robust since the 
April 3 rollout. “That’s great,” I told her, and then added, “but 
not so great, if you know what I mean.”

No, there’s nothing “great” about hundreds of worried 
business owners being placed in a position where they 
need to request such assistance.

There’s nothing “great” about a situation where 
their laid-off workers fi nd it necessary to seek 
unemployment benefi ts in such numbers that 
websites crash and access to answers remains 
elusive.

There’s nothing “great” about a situation 
where so many people have found their fam-
ily’s fi nances so compromised that the arrival of 
their $1,200 stimulus check becomes a matter of 
gnawing anxiety.

But, under these circumstances, all of this is needed and neces-
sary. Under these circumstances, the only thing worse than having 
our lives and businesses disrupted in a way none of us could have 
imagined just a few short weeks ago is to prematurely let down 
our guard in the name of “restarting the economy” – only to see 
the same scenario play out a few months down the road. Perhaps 
more catastrophically than before, with more friends and family 
lost to a virus ready to take advantage of human impatience.

Yes, our world has been turned upside down. And, as best we 
can – individually and collectively – we need to reorient ourselves 
to this new terrain for perhaps a bit longer than the short term.

Here in the Berkshires, there is ample evidence that we are 
collectively predisposed to the task. In the few weeks since this 
pandemic grew from a passing concern to the predominant focus 
of our attention, there has been a steady stream of responsible and 
responsive action taken by our healthcare professionals, elected 
offi cials, fi nancial institutions, social service organizations and 
many others to help those directly impacted by this crisis. There 
is an underlying theme – and acknowledgement – that we are in 
this together, and that no one needs to face this alone, even as we 
adhere to social distancing protocols.

In his guest column in this issue, 1Berkshire CEO Jonathan Butler 
makes many of these same points, framed within the central argu-
ment that we all must keep fi ghting – together – so that we’re ready 
to rebuild our local economy – together – when the time comes.

“Although the cause is new, this isn’t the fi rst time we have faced 
a serious economic downturn,” he writes. “If you need help, ask 
for it. We’re in this together, and we’ll get through this together.”

In putting together this issue of BERKSHIRE TRADE & COMMERCE
– and in writing this note here at the tail end of the process – it 
has surprised me just how personally I have taken this whole 
pandemic business. Not in terms of its impact on my own life or 
on those I hold dear – we are dealing, like everyone else, with our 
own ups and downs through all of this – but in terms of its impact 
on this westernmost county in Massachusetts that has been my 
home since 1986. Having spent the past 31 years reporting on the 
Berkshire business community as publisher of this newspaper and 
as editor of its predecessor, I have come to cherish the variety and 
nuance of its fabric. It is woven of threads that are unique in their 
assemblage. And it is my deepest hope that each of these threads 
remains intact in the weeks and months ahead.

Let us know how you and your business are coping with 
things. You can reach us at info@btaconline.com or 

through the contact page at btaconline.com. We’ll 
share what we can in our next issue coming out 
on May 14.

In the meantime, I’ll be looking forward to 
my next visit with Amy. By then she’ll have her 
work cut out for her, but she’s really good at 
what she does.

Brad Johnson
April 15, 2020
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Gift card “store” provides 
support for city businesses

BY JOHN TOWNES
To help Pittsfi eld businesses gain much-

needed income during the COVID-19 crisis, 
Downtown Pittsfi eld Inc. has launched a 
special online store.

The public can visit the store through a 
link at the website downtownpittsfi eld.com 
(or the Facebook page Downtown Pittsfi eld 
Inc.) and purchase gift cards at participat-
ing businesses in the amount of $25, $50 or 
$100. Customers designate the business they 
choose for the gift card.

The amount of the card can be used for 
any purchase at any time after receipt, includ-
ing products and services the business may 
be offering now, or in the future when they 
return to full operation.

Over 50 Pittsfi eld businesses, including 
restaurants, retailers, services, yoga and 
fi tness studios, cultural venues and other or-
ganizations are participating in the program.

“It’s a way to support local businesses by 
providing a much-needed source of income 
now, at a time when they are either closed 
or operating on a severely limited basis,” 
said Cheryl Mirer, executive director of 
Downtown Pittsfi eld Inc.

Within its fi rst two weeks, the store had 
sold $10,000 in gift cards, and in April was 
aiming for a total of at least $15,000.

Downtown Pittsfi eld Inc. is a membership 
organization consisting of property owners, 
businesses, residents and organizations, 
which advocates and supports initiatives to 
foster vitality and growth in the city center.

“Any local business in Pittsfi eld can par-
ticipate in the online store,” noted Mirer. 
“This initiative is to support all of the city. 
They don’t have to be located downtown, and 
they don’t have to be members of Downtown 
Pittsfi eld Inc.”

Mirer noted that all of the money from the 
cards goes to the businesses.

“We serve as the conduit,” she said. “We set 
up the store, and handle the initial processing. 
Then we turn the order 
over to the business, 
and they send out a 
card – or other verifi ca-
tion – to the customer.”

Downtown Pittsfi eld Inc. is also offering 
on its home page an updated listing of lo-
cal business activity, including temporary 

closures, and services that are being of-
fered by individual businesses during the 

emergency.
Independent Pitts-

fi eld business owners 
or organizations who 
would like to offer gift 

cards and/or have their status listed on the 
website can email info@downtownpittsfi eld.
com or call 413-443-6501.u

In response to the economic disruption caused by the coronavirus outbreak, Downtown Pittsfi eld Inc. has 
established an online store where people can purchase gift cards from participating small businesses.

“Any local business in 
Pittsfi eld can participate in 

the online store.”
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& Asset Management
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Facebook group gets info 
out on business response

BY JOHN TOWNES
While Facebook and other social media 

platforms are often criticized for their less 
desirable practices and impacts, they also can 
serve as an important source of legitimate 
and needed information and communication 
in times of crisis.

One example is a Facebook public group 
called “Small Business Berkshire County 
- COVID19 Info” which was launched in 
mid-March to help small businesses spread 
the word about how they are responding to 
the rapidly changing economic circumstances 
in the county.

“I decided to set up the group to promote 
local small businesses at this difficult time,” 
said Sara Armstrong, who started and admin-
isters the group. “It’s a way for businesses 
to share information about what they are 
doing and what they are providing, and for 
the public to learn what’s available and how 
they can support those businesses.”

Armstrong added that it is focused 
on adjustments busi-
nesses are making and 
new services they have 
added at a time when 
many are either closed 
or limited in their nor-
mal operations and 
practices.

“I want to stick to the 
positive things about 
what local businesses 
are doing,” said Armstrong. “It’s not a place to 
discuss the larger issues raised by COVID-19, 
and no political posts are allowed.”

Anyone who has a Facebook account can 
view the page, which can be found by typing 
“Small Business Berkshire County” into the 
Search bar on Facebook.

People can become members for free by 
clicking a button on the page, which also 
allows them to post items there.

“We do screen the posts and moderate 
the page to ensure they meet the guidelines 
and purpose and are appropriate,” said 
Armstrong. “But so far we haven’t had to 
remove many posts.”

The content is diverse. It includes restau-
rants announcing their hours and delivery or 
take-out services they offer, as well as menus, 
photos and other information. Local farms 
and food producers are also promoting what 
items they currently offer and how they are 
being distributed.

Other businesses announce services such 
as advance ordering, special discounts, and 
curbside pickup of items.

Fitness clubs and yoga studios have used 
the group to announce online workouts and 
classes either for free or on a membership 
basis.

The Moonlight Diner & Grille in Wil-
liamstown announced free coffee to all law 
enforcement and firefighters, EMTs, active 
military, and hospital and nursing home 
employees. Berkshire Mountain Distillers 
announced they are now producing hand 
sanitizing lotions.

Dan Sadlowski, a local author of chil-
dren’s books, announced a special discount 

and free delivery to 
help families entertain 
themselves during their 
stay-at-home periods.

It also includes other 
types of content. Some 
businesses have offered 
or proposed mutual col-
laborations for promo-
tion or operations with 
other businesses.

Armstrong posted a request for people 
willing to volunteer to shop and deliver 
items for free to residents who can’t get out 
themselves.

A customer of Guido’s posted a notice of 
how that food store is limiting the number of 
people inside the store at one time to mini-
mize crowds. Relevant changes in laws and 
other matters affecting businesses are posted.

Posts from elsewhere on Facebook and 
other online sources are also shared on the 
site.

Armstrong said she decided to set up the 
page on her own. Others have also pitched 
in to help administer the site.

She promoted the page through emails, 
notices on other Facebook pages and other 
means. Within a week its membership had 
expanded from zero to 1,400, and was con-
tinuing to grow rapidly.

As an employee of Currency Coffee in 
Dalton, Armstrong said she perceived both 
the need and opportunity for a Facebook 
page to help local businesses and members 
of the public who want to help the Berkshire 
economy weather the current crisis.

“I know there are a lot of people who want to 
support small local business in the Berkshires, 
and that is especially important now,” she said. 

A Facebook public group called “Small Business Berkshire County - COVID19 Info” has been established 
as a way for businesses to share information about how they are responding to the coronavirus crisis.

“I’ve seen that with Currency. In response 
to the crisis we offered delivery and special 
package deals online, and we saw a significant 
increase in orders for our coffee. I decided a 
Facebook page where other businesses could 
do that would be very helpful.”

When asked to summarize the basic pur-
pose of the page, Armstrong had a succinct 
reply. “Shop local and support Berkshire 
business,” she said.u
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“It’s a way for businesses to 
share information about what 
they are doing and what they 

are providing, and for the 
public to learn what’s avail-
able and how they can sup-

port those businesses.”
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Highly visible location along major Route 7
Act fast, all offers considered!

MLS 214374
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initiatives to encourage wellness and preven-
tion of health problems,” she said. “Now I’m 
concentrating exclusively on responding 
directly to the major public health crisis of 
COVID-19.”

Specifically, she is working with other 
organizations and agencies to provide emer-
gency food access during the coronavirus 
outbreak.

“Food access is an important aspect of what 
I do, and I already had a pulse on what was 
happening with that,” 
she said.

Among those ac-
tivities is her coordi-
nation of the Northern 
Berkshire Food Access 
Collaborative. This 
ad hoc group of sev-
eral dozen individuals 
from local businesses, 
schools, colleges, food 
pantries, service organizations and religious 
institutions meets quarterly to share informa-
tion about their respective efforts to improve 
food access to various constituents in the 
community, and to identify and explore 
opportunities to work together toward their 
common goal.

The most recent meeting of the Food 
Access Collaborative was held on March 
10 at The Green community space in 
downtown North Adams, just as the first 
signs were coming into view of what lay 
ahead in terms of the coronavirus outbreak 
and the social and economic disruption it 
would cause.

While the efforts of those involved in the 
Food Access Collaborative have become 

more relevant than ever, the emphasis has 
shifted to meeting increased need at a time 
when social distancing and other precautions 
aimed at slowing the spread of the virus 
create new barriers to food access.

“Now,” said Chilson, “I’m working 
to make sure emer-
gency food access is 
available during this 
crisis.”

Chilson has been 
collecting and dis-
seminating updated 
information through 
a regular newsletter, 
and on the NBCC 
Facebook page. These 

include information about food banks and 
food pantries, distribution services, and food 
access through local schools, and other news.

“It changes daily, and I’ve been tracking 
those changes,” she said.

She also works with service organiza-
tions, churches, schools, businesses and 
others who are engaged in the effort to 
ensure food is available in the current 
situation. This includes the COVID-19 
Operations Center, which was established 
as a centralized information and planning 
hub by the City of North Adams and the 
Northern Berkshire Regional Emergency 
Planning Committee.

Chilson said it has been a major challenge 
to ensure food access at this time. Those who 

BY JOHN TOWNES
Amanda Chilson, health and wellness 

coordinator at the Northern Berkshire Com-
munity Coalition (NBCC) usually spends her 
time developing opportunities, policies and 
an environment that encourages and enables 
people to live healthy, active lifestyles and 
have access to nutritious food.

However, with the emergence of the 
coronavirus outbreak and related disrup-
tions, her job has changed rapidly and 
markedly. “My focus has completely 
shifted since this started,” she said in an 
early April interview.

NBCC is a community-based organization 
that works in diverse roles to connect, con-
vene and support community empowerment 
in the northern Berkshires.

Chilson’s position is funded by the Mas-
sachusetts Department of Public Health and 
its Mass in Motion program, a statewide 
initiative that promotes opportunities for 
healthy eating and active living.

“Normally, I am involved in policies and 

NBCC staffer sees 
food access issue 
take center stage 
during pandemic

Prior to the coronavirus outbreak, Amanda Chilson 
was already deeply involved in the issue of food 
access. That has now become her exclusive focus 
as she works to coordinate emergency food access 
for a growing number of people in the community 
who are in need. (Photo by Joshua Moran)

“Times like this make it clear 
why we’re lucky to live in 

northern Berkshire County. 
People have come together 

tremendously and are looking 
out for each other. I’m very 

proud to be part of this.”
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Money management helps you have enough, 
because you can’t afford to run out.

Benjamin refuses to quit working until he’s sure he’s got it.Benjamin refuses to quit working until he’s sure he’s got it.Benjamin refuses to quit working until he’s sure he’s got it.
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are already vulnerable to food insecurity, 
or populations such as older people who 
are being discouraged from shopping, are 
especially affected.

In addition, the prospect of food insecu-
rity has increased for new segments of the 
population as a repercussion of the business 
closures and other effects of the virus and the 
state of emergency.

“As people are getting laid off and facing 
financial problems, that adds a new challenge 
of needs and priorities,” she said.

However, she emphasized, the community 
has rallied to address these challenges.

“The Northern Berkshire community 
pulled together immediately,” she said. “They 
gathered the available food access resources 
quickly. And as gaps were identified, organi-
zations and individuals moved to fill them.”

She cited existing food banks and pan-
tries expanding their hours and new food 
emergency distribution centers and services 
opening.

Food access resources have also had to 
make adjustments. Providers of community 
meals have had to change from providing 
seated dining to grab-and-go meals. Distribu-
tion centers have also placed more emphasis 
on curbside pick of food.

In one example, the Al Nelson Friendship 
Food Pantry in North Adams temporarily 
moved from 45 Eagle St. to the St. Elizabeth 
Parish Center at the corner of St. Anthony 
Drive and Holden Street to allow for social 
distancing and more effective and safe meth-
ods of distribution.

“Schools have also had an integral role, 
through distribution of grab-and-go meals,” 
she said.

Continued access to school meals for 
children from homes experiencing food 
insecurity was a key concern weighed 
ahead of the decision to close schools state-
wide during the outbreak. This led many 
school systems to establish grab-and-go 
programs to ensure children had access to 
those meals. In addition to students, some 
schools have also offered emergency meals 
to adults in need.

Community Food Assessment
Chilson is a lead coordinator for northern 

Berkshire County of a coalition involved 
in preparation of a Berkshire County Com-
munity Food Assessment sponsored by 
Mass in Motion and its Be Well Berkshires 
initiative.

The basic document (available at www.
nbccoalition.org/assets/community-food-
assessment-final.pdf) was released in 2019 
prior to the COVID-19 crisis.

The assessment (which is still being 
finalized) was prepared with input from 
representatives of diverse organizations 
and programs throughout the Berkshires. 
Its purpose was to assess community 
resources that improve food access, and 
identify priority populations experienc-
ing food insecurity. It also is intended to 
facilitate collaborations and identify and 
prioritize food access goals and action steps 
regionally and countywide.

It contains a wide range of specific goals 
for the entire county and its geographic 
sub-regions.

Chilson said one basic goal in northern 
Berkshire involves developing a food hub to 
provide farmers and community food security 
organizations with a site for increased food 

preparation and distribution infrastructure 
and services.

A related countywide issue in addressing 
food insecurity is access to transportation.

“Transportation is one of the barriers 
to food access, “said Chilson. “People in 

many areas do not have a nearby source of 
healthy food. That’s particularly difficult 
for people without cars, and those in the 
hilltowns.”

Another issue throughout the county is 
underutilization of food assistance resources 
such as SNAP benefits (federal assistance 
previously known as food stamps).

“There’s a SNAP gap,” said Chilson. 
“There are people who are eligible for SNAP 
assistance but don’t realize that it is available 
to them. There are also populations such as 
immigrants who may be reluctant to apply. 
One of our goals is to educate people about 
the availability of it, and also survey why 
people don’t apply for it.”

Chilson said the current emergency situa-
tion with COVID-19 has intensified recogni-
tion of both the strengths and limitations of 
the region’s food access systems.

Overall, she said, the response has been 
impressive.

“Times like this make it clear why we’re 
lucky to live in northern Berkshire County,” 
she said. “People have come together tremen-
dously and are looking out for each other. I’m 
very proud to be part of this.”u

Amanda Chilson (in background to left of empty chair) facilitates the discussion among members of the 
Northern Berkshire Food Access Collaborative during its quarterly meeting on March 10, just days before 
the coronavirus pandemic reached the region and fueled even greater need for emergency food access.
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Kim and James Taylor have donated $350,000 
to Berkshire Medical Center (BMC) to bolster 
the hospital’s efforts in the ongoing battle to stop 
COVID-19. The gift, announced on March 30 by 
BMC, will be the inaugural donation establishing 
the COVID-19 Relief Fund for Berkshire Health 
Systems (BHS), which will be used by BHS to 
fight the rapidly escalating public health crisis. 
“My wife, Kim, and I have both pursued careers 
that have included a good deal of global travel. 
While we also spend a good deal of time in Boston, 
our favorite place to live our lives is Berkshire 
County,” commented the Taylors. “We are so lucky 
and grateful to have found a home here. In this 
time of great uncertainty and dire threat due to 
the COVID-19 pandemic, we are all called upon 
to support our heroic healthcare providers. Their 
contribution and sacrifice cannot be over-stated.” 
The Taylors’ gift to the COVID-19 Relief Fund 
will support BMC’s emergency operations and 
ongoing efforts to care for the Berkshire County 
community during the pandemic.To support 
BHS in its fight against the novel coronavirus, 
visit www.berkshirehealthsystems.org/COVI-
D19ReliefFund.

For the first time in its 88-year history, the 
board and executive leadership has canceled the 
Jacob’s Pillow Dance Festival this summer. This 
includes activities at its facility in Becket, and its 
community outreach programs. The organization 
is also reducing its workforce and instituting pay 
cuts for those who remain. Ticket buyers are eli-
gible to receive a full refund on their tickets and 
season packages, obtain a credit for next year, or 
convert all or part of their purchase to a donation. 
Jacob’s Pillow (www.jacobspillow.org) will use its 
digital platform to present content drawn from its 
dance archives, and special presentations, includ-
ing a new series of online PillowTalks curated by 
Director of Preservation Norton Owen.

Hancock Shaker Village, a living history 
museum and farm, is reducing its workforce, 
canceling or postponing events, and delaying the 
opening of its 2020 season until further notice. Of 
22 year-round employees, 10 have been laid off, 
while the remaining salaried staff have had wage 
cuts between 10 and 35 percent. In addition, the 
Village has suspended hiring 25 seasonal staff. 
Unless there are further restrictions, the farm and 
gardens are expected remain operational during 
this critical period, when dozens of animals are 
born and acres of crops and medicinal herbs are 
planted. “We have 75 subscribers to our CSA and 
give an additional 10-15 percent away to local 
families with food insecurities,” said Director 
Jennifer Trainer Thompson. “We believe it is 
vitally important that local food systems remain 
intact and strong “

The Norman Rockwell Museum (nrm.org) 
has closed until government health guidance 
permits establishing a reopening date. In order 
to protect the sustainability of the museum, the 
organization has implemented financial mitigation 
strategies that include furloughing 42 of its 65 staff 
members, and implementing salary reductions for 
the remaining 18 full-time employees and five 
additional staff, who will work part time. The 
museum will continue full healthcare benefits 
for the enrolled furloughed employees, and has 
applied for federal stimulus Payroll Protection 
Program funds. A Virtual Museum remains online 
as a resource serving families and children who 
are home schooling and others isolated in their 
homes, and other online events will be announced.

The Berkshire Life Charitable Foundation 
has extended its deadline for accepting applica-
tions from nonprofit 501c3 organizations that 
specifically offer programs and services to benefit 
Berkshire County residents with disabilities. The 
deadline for 2020 grant requests is now May 15. 
To obtain an application, contact Travis Crouse, 
Berkshire Life Charitable Foundation, at 413-
395-4890 or travis_crouse@glic.com.

The Nonprofit Center of the Berkshires 
(NPC), in collaboration with The Women’s 
Fund of Western Massachusetts, has released 
the results of its flash survey on pressing non-
profit needs. Five concerns have floated to the 
top: meeting payroll and general cash flow, cost 
of pivoting to work remotely, fund-raising in the 
midst of a crisis, staying connected and advice 
on messaging, and need for volunteers. “It’s im-
portant to understand that most of our nonprofits 
are small, lean and somewhat fragile financially 
speaking,” said NPC Executive Director Liana 
Toscanini. “Nonprofits are chronically under-
funded for basic infrastructure needs such as staff, 
equipment and professional development. Many 
don’t have three months of operating reserves in 
the bank.” She noted that nonprofits anticipating 
longer-term needs will require stop-gap fund-
ing, help with grant writing, unrestricted grants, 
additional marketing, and capacity building. For 
more information on COVID-19 resources for 
nonprofits and ways the community can help, 
visit npcberkshires.org.

The Southwestern Vermont Health Care 
Foundation, part of Southwestern Vermont Health 
Care (SVHC), has established a special fund to meet 
needs that have emerged as a result of the health 
system’s response to COVID-19. The COVID-19 
Relief Fund will be used to: create additional nega-
tive pressure rooms; purchase life-saving supplies 
such as ventilators, respirators, and additional 
personal protective equipment (PPE); implement a 
surge plan to expand patient care areas, including an 
off-site Respiratory Evaluation Center (REC); and 
support of employees in distress. SVHC’s Auxiliary 
will match all donations to the COVID-19 Relief 
Fund up to $100,000. Donations may be made 
online at svhealthcare.org/give-now.

Greylock Federal Credit Union has released 
its 2019 annual report and has committed to using 
the credit union’s financial resources and expertise 
to help the community respond to the coronavirus 
pandemic. “We are committed to using the finan-
cial knowledge and strength we have built over 
the past 85 years to help our community confront 
this enormous challenge,” said President and CEO 
John Bissell. “Fortunately, we started this year in a 
rock-solid financial position with the highest capital 
levels in our long history,” Bissell noted. “Our 
members will benefit from the strong investments 
we have made in technology to provide full access 
to services under all kinds of circumstances.” The 
2019 annual report, accessible at www.greylock.
org, shows a 5.3-percent rise in deposits and an 
increase of regulatory capital to 10.7 percent. Other 
2019 results include 87,722 member/owners, $1.25 
billion in total assets, $1.07 billion in total loans, 
$1.08 billion in total deposits, and $7.6 million 
in total net income. “While financial strength is 
important, the greatest asset we can offer our com-
munity resides in the strength and compassion of 
our people,” Bissell said. “We will try to work with 
any member encountering a financial hardship due 
to COVID-19. That might mean providing personal 
financial coaching, waiving fees, rethinking a credit 
card payment, or modifying a loan. We are here 
to help; just call us.” The credit union posts the 
latest news on resources for personal and business 
services at www.greylock.org/coronavirus or www.
greylockinsurance.com/covid19.

Barrington Stage Company (barringtonstage-
co.org) in Pittsfield has canceled its first production 
of the season, The Great Leap. It has also postponed 
rehearsals and callbacks for its summer community 
production of The Supadupa Kid. The organization 
said it is adopting a “wait and see” posture toward 
the remainder of the 2020 season, and will adapt 
their plans according to the status of the emergency 
and mandated closings. Ticketholders can contact 
Barrington Stage at 413-236-8888 to make accom-
modations. It is also exploring online activities, 
and has a You Tube channel, Barrington Stage, 
with video updates and highlights of past seasons.

Berkshire Health Systems (BHS) has an-
nounced a major gift to its COVID-19 Relief 
Fund, which was established to help the health 
system battle the coronavirus pandemic. The gift 
of $100,000 from Adams Community Bank 
will be used to help defray the costs of providing 
personal protective equipment (PPE) for hospital 
caregivers and staff on the front lines of the health 
crisis. In addition to this gift, Adams Community 
Bank has also committed to funding one month of 
emergency childcare for BHS employees, totaling 
up to $25,000, through an arrangement with the 
Berkshire Family YMCA. “As BHS confronts 
the rising costs of battling the wide-scale spread of 
COVID-19, this support from Adams Community 
Bank provides a much-needed boost to our efforts,” 
said David Phelps, president and CEO of BHS. He 
noted that the coronavirus is placing unprecedented 
financial pressures on healthcare systems nation-
wide, including BHS. Like all hospitals in the state, 
Berkshire Medical Center has been directed by 
the governor to halt all elective procedures. “This 
measure has effectively paused all outpatient care, 
which typically provides at least 50 percent of 
BMC’s annual revenue,” Phelps explained.

The Nonprofit Center of the Berkshires is 
transforming the Berkshire Nonprofit Awards into a 
two-day virtual summit on nonprofit sustainability. 
The expanded event will be held on May 19 and 
20. It will kick off at 10:00 a.m. on May 19 with 
the Awards celebration, followed by keynotes, 
presentations and workshops throughout the af-
ternoon and following day. Positive psychologist 
Dr. Maria Sirois will give the opening keynote 
address on the topic of resilience. Tickets for the 
event are $20 for anyone to attend the awards 
celebration only, $30 for NPC members to attend 
the full two-day offering, and $40 for nonmembers. 
Registration will be available online at the end of 
April. For more information visit npcberkshires.
org/berkshire-nonprofit-awards/.

The Bidwell House, a historic home and mu-
seum in Monterey, has canceled all tours of the 
house in 2020. It has also canceled its May 24 
opening concert with Diane Taraz and the Bidwell 
Country Fair that was to take place on July 12.

Berkshire South Regional Community Cen-
ter invites participants to their first ever Virtual 
5K on May 2 at 10 a.m. For the past seven years 
Berkshire South has held a traditional 5K but this 
year, out of an abundance of caution and concern 
for the health and well-being of the community, 
the event will be held virtually. The Virtual 5K will 
raise funds for Berkshire South’s Teen & Youth 
Wellness programs. Families, individuals and 
teams are encouraged to join in this light-hearted 
and fun community event. There are three ways to 
participate: as a runner/walker, as a runner/walker 
fund-raiser, and as a sponsor. Visit berkshiresouth.
org/20205k/ for detailed information.

MountainOne has committed $100,000 to 
Berkshire Health Systems (BHS) to support 
the Berkshire community and help BHS fight the 
coronavirus pandemic.“As a community bank, we 
always strive to respond to the needs of our friends 
and neighbors,” aid Robert Fraser, president and 
CEO of MountainOne. “The need has never been 
more apparent than now, during the COVID-19 
crisis. I continue to be impressed with the strength 
and leadership of Berkshire Health Systems in their 
compassionate care for our community, especially 
in north county, where we are headquartered, This 
gift is given in appreciation for BHS, Berkshire 
Medical Center (BMC), and all of the BHS health-
care staff that serve our region on a day-to-day basis 
and especially in extraordinary times.”

The Mahaiwe Performing Arts Center (www.
mahaiwe.org) in Great Barrington has cancelled 
all events through at least May 15, or until the 
state emergency order is lifted and gatherings can 
be safely conducted. For ticket exchange, credit, 
refunds, and the option to donate tickets to the the-
ater, call the Mahaiwe box office at 413-528- 0100 
Wednesday through Saturday from noon to 4 p.m.

The City of Pittsfield Council on Aging has 
temporarily curtailed its transportation resources 
as an added protective measure for its ridership 
and staff members to further mitigate the spread 
of COVID-19. “As many in our senior community 
have been firmly adhering to the stay-at-home 
advisory, we have seen a steady decline in rides 
and the cancellation of appointments,” said Ex-
ecutive Director James Clark. “That said, we also 
know, through our check-ins with seniors, that 
there’s been an increase of delivery services by 
pharmacies and, in some cases, grocery stores so 
they are getting the resources that they need during 
this time.” Clark said the Council on Aging will 
continue its modified congregate meal site feeding 
option at the Ralph J. Froio Senior Center at 330 
North St. The take-and-go meals can be picked up 
at the center between 10:30 a.m. and 12:30 p.m. 
Reservations must continue to be made by noon 
the previous day. This option is available, at this 
time, to seniors that are currently enrolled in the 
Meals on Wheels program and on the congregate 
meal site roster. Those seniors currently not on the 
roster can contact Elder Services at 413-499-0524 
to determine eligibility. 

Berkshire Health Systems has been awarded 
$25,000 in funding from the COVID-19 Emer-
gency Response Fund, a fund established by a 
coalition of philanthropy and business partners 
led by the Berkshire Taconic Community 
Foundation and the Berkshire United Way 
(see story on page 9). The intent of the fund is to 
reach communities who are disproportionately 
impacted by the coronavirus and the economic 
consequences of this outbreak. Berkshire Health 
Systems’ Community Health Division will use the 
rapid-response grant to address gaps with patients 
being discharged home from the hospital that need 
basic quality of life necessities.

Berkshire Theatre Group (BTG) has an-
nounced a revised 2020 season (www.Berkshire-
TheatreGroup.org). Current plans call for the season 
to begin on Aug. 1 with the iconic musical Godspell 
on the Fitzpatrick Main Stage in Stockbridge, with 
other programming to follow at the Colonial The-
atre in Pittsfield. Other spring and summer shows 
previously announced have been postponed, with 
dates to be determined. Ticket holders can make 
arrangements for ticket exchanges, donations and 
credits. In the meantime, BTG will be offering 
weekly online classes and talks on BTG’s Facebook 
page, and will feature online programs for all ages. 
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news & notes from the region

EforAll Berkshire County, a public-private 
partnership established to help under-resourced 
individuals successfully start and grow a busi-
ness, has shifted all of its upcoming programs and 
events into the virtual realm during the current 
statewide restrictions on public gatherings. On 
April 16 (press date for this issue of BT&C) the 
organization was scheduled to celebrate the cul-
mination of its 2020 Winter Accelerator Program 
with an online Showcase and Awards Ceremony. 
Nine entrepreneurs representing eight businesses 
were selected through a competitive application 
process for the 12-week accelerator which included 
classroom learning with specialists and working 
weekly with volunteer mentors. On April 23 at 9 
a.m., EforAll Berkshire County and Berkshire 
Community College will hold an entrepreneur 
forum on “How We’re Coping In the Berkshires.” 
Kevin Bechard, dean of business and outreach at 
BCC, and Deborah Gallant, executive director of 
EforAll Berkshire County, will co-moderate a panel 
discussion. Join at Zoom Registration URL: bit.ly/
BerkshireBusiness. On May 13, the organization 
will be host its third Pitch Contest, where aspiring 
entrepreneurs will have the opportunity to share, 
receive feedback, and possibly win prize money 
for their business or nonprofit idea. “Audience 
members have as much fun as the entrepreneurs 
at the EforAll pitch contest, and we plan to make 
it work online,” said Gallant. “It’s a great chance 
to catch the enthusiasm and energy of passionate 
people looking to bring their ideas to life.” EforAll’s 
Pitch Contests are a showcase and feeder into the 
12-week Business Accelerator program, the next of 
which will be held in this fall with an application 
deadline at the end of July. For information on ap-
plying for the upcoming pitch contest or to join the 
virtual audience, contact Gallant at 805-217-4881 
or deborah@eforall.org. EforAll is also hosting 
COVID-19 Coping Tactics for Small Business, a 
series of virtual workshops with up-to-the-minute 
guidance and information entrepreneurs need to 
know to weather the health crisis. The workshops 
are held Wednesdays from 11 a.m. to noon. No 
preregistration is required, just log on at 11 a.m. 
at https://zoom.us/j/528068363. Previous webinars 
have been recorded and are available at eforall.org/
covid-19-coping-webinars/.

The Common Folk Artist Collective (common-
folk.org) in North Adams, an informal group of 50 
creators sharing resources, has shifted its collective 
business model from sales of members’ work in 
its brick-and-mortar store to the web. It provides 
shared resources and a venue for sales of members’ 
work. It has also opened up membership to new 
members through April 30 to accommodate artists 
and makers who have lost access to traditional sales 
venues during the current emergency.

Berkshire Money Management (BMM) has 
launched a GoFundMe Campaign to support 
local healthcare workers and beloved restau-
rants that are struggling during this pandemic 
crisis. Hometown Meals for Hometown Heroes 
(www.gofundme.com/f/hometown-meals-for-
hometown-heroesbmc-staff) is aimed at providing 
meals to hard-working medical professionals as 
they face the daily battle against COVID-19. It 
is also a heartfelt effort to assist local restaurants 
and their staff in the hopes that jobs are saved, and 
businesses remain viable. “This campaign really 
began as a conversation we started having a few 
weeks ago, knowing that restaurants were going 
to be among the hardest hit, and also knowing that 
our healthcare workers were in need of just about 
everything,” said BMM Community Development 
Director Nichole Dupont. “In less than 24 hours, 
the Berkshire community has donated more than 
$17,000 to the Hometown Meals for Hometown 
Heroes campaign, and we expect the momentum 
to continue. The love is overwhelming.” The funds 
are being raised for regular meal deliveries to BMC 
staff, where there are some 200 people working 
per shift. The company hopes to extend the de-
liveries to other BHS facilities as the campaign 
grows. Beyond the proceeds of the GoFundMe 
campaign, BMM has also committed to providing 
funding to serve nearly 1,000 additional meals to 
medical staff.u
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Massachusetts Museum of Contemporary 
Art (massmoca.org) has closed its galleries and 
cancelled public programs until further notice in 
response to the COVID-19 emergency. It has laid 
off 120 of its 165 employees, effective April 11. 
All employees – including hourly and part-time 
staff – received at least 70-percent of their regular 
pay through April 10. The laid-off employees who 
participated in the organization’s healthcare plan 
will continue to be fully covered through July 31, 
with the medical insurance premiums covered 
100 percent by MASS MoCA. After April 10, a 
small corps of security, buildings and grounds, and 
custodial staff will remain on payroll, but will take 
voluntary reductions in work hours or salaries of 
18 to 28 percent. Commercial tenant operations 
on the MASS MoCA campus will continue as 
permitted. MASS MoCA will post updates, and 
provide brief moments of art, music, and other 
forms of creative expression on its website, via 
email, to its members, and through social media.

Adams Community Bank has dedicated an 
initial pool of $500,000 to assist those in the 
Berkshires affected by COVID-19. A portion of 
the bank’s assistance is being directed towards lo-
cal relief efforts with the following organizations: 
$100,000 to the COVID-19 fund administered by 
the Berkshire United Way/Berkshire Taconic 
Community Foundation; $100,000 to Berkshire 
Medical Center for the purchase of additional 
personal protective equipment; and $25,000 to the 
Berkshire Family YMCA towards one month of 
childcare expenses for Berkshire Medical Center 
staff. In addition, the bank has created the ACB 
Consumer Assistance Loan Fund of $250,000 to 
lend to existing customers with a hardship due to 
COVID-19. Customers can borrow up to $5,000 
using a simple application (call 413-743-0001 
for details) with zero-percent interest and no 
payments for the first three months and a low 
fixed rate of 3.99 percent thereafter. Additional 
support includes waived penalties for early CD 
withdrawals of up to $10,000, and allowance for 
temporary deferral of mortgage payments, based 
on need and request. The bank has also created 
the ACB Small Business Assistance Loan Fund 
of $500,000 to lend to small businesses who are 
existing customers in need of working capital to 
help fund their operations. Customers can borrow 
up to $25,000 using a simple application with fast 
turnaround (call 413-743-0001 for details). Ad-
ditional support for business customers includes 
waived penalties for early CD withdrawals of 
up to $10,000; increased debit card withdrawal 
limits; increased daily remote mobile deposit 
dollar limits; payment relief on commercial and 
small business loans, as needed; and modifications 
for loan repayment relief, including interest-only 
payments, based on need and request.

The Berkshire International Film Festival 
(www.biffma.org) has postponed its 15th annual 
festival to Sept. 10-13 (if conditions allow at 
that time). Under normal conditions the annual 
festival screens more than 80 films over four days 
in May. The festival plans to screen films at the 
Triplex Cinema, the Mahaiwe Performing Arts 
Center, the Beacon Cinema, and the Tanglewood 
Learning Institute. All pass purchases will be 
honored in the fall or for spring 2021.

The Williamstown Theater Festival (wtfes-
tival.org) has postponed its live 2020 season. 
However, the organization plans to create seven 
new productions with Audible, a producer and 
provider of original spoken-word entertainment 
and audiobooks, in a safe audio format. Artists who 
had planned to spend the summer in Williamstown 
will work on these projects. The festival is also 
planning other online activities.
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SOUNDING board commentary

BY JONATHAN BUTLER
It’s been just over a month since every-

thing changed.
Thinking back to January, it was 

unimaginable then to contemplate how 
news reports of a viral outbreak in Wuhan, 
China would just two months later have us 
reeling, wondering whether there would 
even be a 2020 summer season in the 
Berkshires. But here we are, in a semi-per-
manent state of the unknown, essentially 
waiting to see what will happen.

The impact of this pandemic has been 
rapid and felt across the board. Typically, 
1Berkshire is best known for being a cham-
pion of the positive – constantly painting a 
picture of the most encouraging things hap-
pening in our region. Behind the scenes, 
we also work on the nitty-gritty, helping to 
address local challenges through strategic 
initiatives and collective impact efforts. 
At this moment, there is really no such 
thing as critical work being done behind 
the scenes. Instead, the work is very much 
out in the open for all of us to wrestle with. 
Nobody yet completely understands the 
full economic impact that awaits us, but 
with each passing week, it becomes clearer 
that every sector of our economy will feel 
reverberations from this moment.

True to form, our region has responded 
swiftly and compassionately to the crisis. 
In less than a week’s time, a collabora-
tive effort between the Berkshire United 
Way and the Berkshire Taconic Commu-

nity Foundation mobilized to establish a 
robust humanitarian fund. That effort has 
provided reinforcements for key human 
service and healthcare organizations, while 
also helping address food insecurity, a 
challenge accelerated through the closing 
of our schools.

Innovation in the Berkshires has also 
been on display, with advanced manu-
facturers like Boyd Technologies and 
Berkshire Sterile Manufacturing imme-
diately pivoting their models to assist in 
the larger effort to supply equipment and 
potential drug treatments for the fi ght 
against COVID-19.

On the small business side, we’ve 
watched our community rally around local 
eateries that are in many ways the most 
dramatically impacted sector. It is now 
becoming a regular habit for some families 
to opt for takeout or delivery several 
nights a week.

Federal resources have also begun fl ow-
ing, providing critical tools to assist both 
businesses struggling to bridge the gap 
through this crisis and the many thousands 
of workers having either lost their jobs or 
seen their professional roles shifted.

In Massachusetts, Governor Baker has 
ordered that we remain in this essential vs. 
nonessential world until at least May 4, 
though it would be wise to prepare for this 
order to be extended further.

So what does all of this mean for our 
local economy? In so many ways, we’ve 
gone through an exceptional evolution in 
the past two decades that has strengthened 
us collectively, while at the same time 
positioning our visitor economy and the 
summer season as a major economic driver 
for so many of our businesses. What does 
it mean, then, that many of our cultural an-
chors are beginning to cancel or postpone 
their summer seasons? Or that our lodging 
properties currently aren’t able to host 
guests other than essential personnel trav-
eling to aid the pandemic efforts? When 
all of these restrictions begin to lift, should 
we expect things to return to normal?

The latter question above is perhaps the 
most important for all local businesses to 
consider. Can you survive if things do not 
return to normal in 2020? Or perhaps even 
parts of 2021? Yes, in the coming months 
things will likely get better compared to 
what they have been in March and April. 
Some parts of our economy may even 
return to a revised sense of normal. Others, 
though, will continue to feel very differ-
ent for perhaps as long as it takes for a 

KEEP FIGHTING: Our spirit of innovation, collaboration 
is key to overcoming COVID-19 crisis

COVID-19 vaccine to be developed and 
broadly deployed. To prevent the reverse 
of many of the gains made in our economy 
in recent years, it is imperative that as 
many of our businesses and organizations 
as possible are thinking critically about 
not only how they survive until the current 
restrictions are lifted, but until this entire 
pandemic is completely behind us.

It is a strange role 
for our organization, 
the standard bearers of 
good news, to be in the 
position of posing these 
very humbling and un-
comfortable questions 
to the business com-
munity. But it’s also 
our responsibility to 
be candid and honest, 
referencing the early evidence and the 
impact that it will already have on this 
coming year.

As mentioned earlier, many summer 
anchors have already postponed their 
seasons. Additionally, the long runway of 
marketing summer in the Berkshires to 
our primary audiences in New York and 
Boston has been idled, when typically 
it would now be at full throttle. As May 
approaches, the typical launch date of 
our beautiful summer season, we still are 
without a timeline for when those annual 
visitors will be allowed to travel again.

With all of that laid out, what should 
our local businesses be doing? After a 
month of working with and hearing from 
hundreds of business owners, from all 
different sectors, the answer cannot be 
clearer: keep fi ghting. There has been a 
fi ght in our community from the earliest 
days of this entire situation. Businesses 
have pivoted and, in many cases, begun 
producing different products. Some have 
made the diffi cult decision to downsize, 
shift their operation, but maintain critical 
budget fl exibility for their future. Others 
have aggressively pursued resources, and 
with the federal CARES Act going live 
in early April, many have begun to gain 
much-needed relief for the time being.

Organizations like ourselves at 
1Berkshire, as well as many of the lo-
cal Chambers of Commerce and business 

groups, have been working hard to ag-
gregate information and stand up resource 
pages to make it easier for businesses to 
navigate all available tools and programs. 
If businesses haven’t already, they should 
make use of these resources and the orga-
nizational capacity behind them and ask for 
help. Any business feeling strained or ques-
tioning their future should talk to their local 

lenders. Our com-
munity banks have 
fueled our progress 
in recent years, and 
will continue to be a 
guiding light as we 
navigate this storm. 
Additional programs 
that will offer techni-
cal assistance and 
other types of support 

for businesses are on their way, and will 
keep evolving as 2020 moves ahead.

One way or another, businesses shouldn’t 
feel like they have to go it alone. They have 
the Berkshire community behind them, 
along with all of the support and goodwill 
that is already being demonstrated.

COVID-19 is certainly not unique to 
the Berkshire economy. It has impacted 
our state, the nation, the entire world. The 
more realistic we are with ourselves – 
and with our businesses – about how this 
impact will take some time, the better-
equipped we are to weather this storm.

Although the cause is new, this isn’t the 
fi rst time we have faced a serious economic 
downturn. We have overcome so much 
in the Berkshires throughout the past two 
generations. We rose out of the ashes of 
a post-industrial economy to forge a new 
identity built around culture, creativity and 
innovation that not only brings the masses 
to visit, but has begun to attract talented, 
driven people to live and work here. In fi nd-
ing this new identity, we have also learned 
to work collectively and collaboratively, 
in many ways doing it better than anyone 
else. That spirit is what will get us through 
2020 and the obstacles we must overcome 
in order to regain our footing and continue 
realizing our vast potential as a region.

If you need help, ask for it. We’re in 
this together, and we’ll get through this 
together.u

Jonathan Butler is president and CEO of 1Berkshire. 
He can be reached at jbutler@1berkshire.com.

The 1Berkshire website (1berkshire.com) provides centralized access to information and resources that 
area businesses may fi nd useful in dealing with the economic impact of the coronavirus outbreak.

Businesses shouldn’t feel 
like they have to go it alone. 

They have the Berkshire 
community behind them, 

along with all of the support 
and goodwill that is already 

being demonstrated.
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OUR region

BY JOHN TOWNES
Nonprofit service providers are among 

those who are especially hard-hit by the 
COVID-19 crisis.

In addition to the high demand for their 
services during regular times, the pandemic 
and state emergency order have intensified 
the needs of vulnerable at-risk populations. 
The agencies also must deal with the added 
pressure of assisting people who do not usu-
ally require services but have been adversely 
affected by the crisis in various ways.

In response to the emerging crisis, the 
Berkshire United Way and the Berkshire 
Taconic Community Foundation (BTCF) 
partnered in March to establish a COVID-19 
Emergency Response Fund for Berkshire 
County to rapidly deploy resources to 
community-based service organizations.

“We are undergoing a serious public health 
crisis, and time is of 
the essence,” said Can-
dace Winkler, president 
and CEO of Berkshire 
United Way. “Several 
of us had conversations 
about how to collabora-
tively respond quickly 
to the immediate needs. 
The fund emerged from 
that.”

The  Emergency 
Response Fund was announced on March 
19. As of April 13, it had raised almost $2 
million and had distributed over $975,000 
in emergency grants to 60 agencies and 
programs throughout the Berkshires, and it 
was continuing to raise and disperse funds.

“We know that [the outbreak] threatens our 
neighbors who are already vulnerable and 
unprepared for its impact,” said Peter Taylor, 
president of Berkshire Taconic Community 
Foundation. “This fund [gives] an important 
boost to organizations meeting basic needs 
and caring for community members every 
day during unprecedented times.”

The fund has been designed to be quickly 
responsive to immediate needs stemming 
from the crisis. All of the money is distributed 
directly to organizations for services.

Organizations request grants through a 
simple, rolling application process. Funds 
may be requested in amounts up to $25,000. A 
multi-agency team has been meeting regularly 
to evaluate and approve the individual appli-
cations quickly. (Information is available at 
www.berkshireunitedway.org, where there is 
a link to a special site for the fund. It contains 
links for donations, grant application informa-
tion, updates on its activities, and information 
about volunteering during the crisis.)

Berkshire United Way raises and dis-
burses funding to nonprofit organizations 
and initiatives. It is funded through voluntary 
contributions from individuals, businesses 
and foundations.

The Berkshire Taconic Community Foun-
dation is a separate, independent nonprofit 
organization formed in 1987 to expand the 
role of philanthropy as a force for change. 
Among other roles, it manages private phil-

anthropic foundations 
formed by individuals, 
businesses and others, 
which provide specific 
grants.

The two organiza-
tions are spearhead-
ing the campaign, and 
United Way is formally 
administering it as the 
fiscal agent. However, 
they emphasize that the 

fund is a broadly based coalition of nonprofit 
and philanthropic organizations.

The fund has received support and contri-
butions from a variety of sources, including 
established philanthropic donors, the busi-
ness community, and individual supporters 
in the general public.

Partners and funders have included Adams 
Community Bank, Berkshire Agricultural 
Ventures, Berkshire Bank Foundation, Donald 
C. McGraw Foundation/Blackrock Founda-
tion Fund, Feigenbaum Foundation, Greylock 
Federal Credit Union, Joseph H. and Carol F. 
Reich Fund of Berkshire Taconic Community 

Foundation, Northern Berkshire United Way, 
Unistress, Williams College and William-
stown Community Chest, among others.

Grants used for diverse needs
The grants made thus far have covered 

a wide range of services. The funds either 
cover the entire cost of specific services or 
augment other sources of support.

Numerous organi-
zations and churches 
have received funds 
for food banks and 
food pantries, as well 
as distribution services 
such as delivering food 
to seniors and others.

For example, the Berkshire Community 
Action Council received funding to supply 
100 seniors with a food basket and a $50 
gift card to a local supermarket. The super-
market will shop for the senior and deliver 
to their home.

Roots Rising, which operates the Pittsfield 
Farmers Market, has received a grant to 
help launch a virtual farmers market where 
shoppers can place online orders. Those 
with SNAP benefits will have their money 
matched through grant funds. Once a week, 
farmers will bring purchased goods to a 
central drop-off point, and volunteers will 
package the orders and deliver them to the 
doorsteps of the shoppers.

Other supplies have also been provided, 
such as a grant to the Berkshire County Diaper 
Project to purchase and distribute diapers.

Grants have also been given for expanded 
family support services, such as the Berkshire 
Family YMCA, which received funds for 
childcare services for emergency workers 
engaged in front-line protective services.

Other grants have funded emergency 
equipment and supplies. The Central 
Berkshire Coordinating Center received a 
grant to purchase difficult-to-locate personal 
protective equipment in anticipation of the 
virus and treatment surge.

Berkshire County ARC received funds 
to secure supplies for its group houses and 
personal protective equipment for the staff 
who care for the resident clients.

Community Health Programs received 
funds to purchase critically needed supplies 
and materials and bridge gaps in service due 
to significant shifting of resources during 
the outbreak.

Berkshire Health Systems received funds 
to assist vulnerable patients during the 
first week after being discharged from the 
hospital. The grant will fund necessity bags 

with items such as an 
emergency supply of 
non-perishable food 
products, a gift card for 
groceries,  hygiene and 
weather-related items, 
a COVID-19 fact sheet, 
updated community re-

source list, and helpful nutrition information.
Grants have also been given to help 

families handle the economic fallout from 
temporary and permanent loss of jobs and 
other financial impacts. They have been 
especially oriented to those who are at-risk.

Central Berkshire Habitat for Humanity 
has received assistance to help cover mort-
gage payments, taxes and insurance for 29 
families for 60 days.

The Cathedral of the Beloved, an outdoor 
worshipping community for those experienc-
ing homelessness and poverty in Pittsfield, 
received a grant to address basic needs for 
the homeless, the housing insecure and the 
hungry.

Because the COVID-19 Emergency Re-
sponse Fund was launched as a rapid response 
to an emerging crisis, its direction moving 
forward will depend on the severity and 
length of the emergency and its aftermath.

Organizers also plan to coordinate with 
other resources that become available, such 
as assistance from the federal CARE act.

Taylor observed that the fund’s effective-
ness reflects the strength of the region’s 
network of nonprofit agencies and support 
systems.

“This kind of fund and rapid deployment 
can only work if there is already a robust 
nonprofit and philanthropic community in 
place,” said Taylor. “The ability to organize 
and get these resources out quickly has been 
due to that.”u

Emergency Relief Fund expedites financial boost to service providers
Quick turnaround on requests 
helps nonprofits help others 
affected by coronavirus crisis

“This kind of fund and rapid 
deployment can only work 
if there is already a robust 

nonprofit and philanthropic 
community in place.”

“We are undergoing a serious 
public health crisis, and time 
is of the essence,” said Win-
kler. “Several of us had con-
versations about how to col-
laboratively respond quickly 
to the immediate needs. The 
fund emerged from that.”
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Dear friends and neighbors,

The streets of our beautiful cities and towns are practically empty, shops are shuttered, 

and restaurants are dark. Our lives have been divided into a “before and after.”  This is the 

hardest of times.

But, in the true spirit of the Berkshires, it seems that everyone wants to help in any way 

that they can. Recently, we were able to purchase and deliver – with the help of many 

community members who reached out on social media – thousands of surgical masks 

and other personal protective equipment to the healthcare workers and patients who so 

desperately need them during this pandemic. We were also able to donate to the Central 

Berkshire school district’s Weekend Backpack Program to support their tireless efforts in 

providing children (and their families) with meals while they are out of school. 

There are endless ways to help our community, we just need to get creative and 

communicate. The BMM team continues to collaborate with local leaders and business 

owners so that we can combine our resources and hearts and brains to underwrite 

community efforts to help ease some of the hardship that has been a direct result of the 

COVID-19 pandemic. We will also continue to post to our website market updates, small 

business aid and recovery news, community efforts, and other important information. 

We are a strong community. And we will continue to be strong. Many businesses have 

already come together or acted on their own to innovate ways to help and to connect 

with their neighbors. If you have ideas about how to help, or want to know how you can 

help, just call us at 413-997-2006 or email ndupont@berkshiremm.com. 

We will get through this together. And only together. 

Stay well. Stay connected. And stay strong. 

The BMM family

Berkshiremm.com
161 Main Street, Dalton MA 01226
(413) 997-2006 • (888) 232-6072
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placeWORK

BY BRAD JOHNSON
For most of us who have found our lives 

and livelihoods disrupted by the new coro-
navirus, the only role we can play in the 
battle against this invisible threat is to adhere 
strictly to protocols and procedures intended 
to slow its spread.

It amounts to literally doing nothing so as 
not to make things worse.

However, deep within a former warehouse 
facility in the town of Lee, employees of 
Berkshire Sterile Manufacturing (BSM) 
have been given an opportunity to actually 
do something that may make a difference 
in the treatment of individuals with CO-
VID-19, the deadly disease caused by the 
novel coronavirus.

According to Shawn Kinney, BSM’s presi-
dent and CEO, the company is currently at 
various stages of production of a handful of 
drug products that may potentially be used for 
treatment of certain COVID-19 symptoms.

First among them is a product that is being 
assessed for its effectiveness in disrupting 
the respiratory inflammation process that is 
a significant contributor to the disease’s high 
mortality rate, especially among individuals 
with underlying health conditions.

“This is work we’re doing for an existing 
customer,” Kinney said, noting that BSM’s 
role is to provide the volume of product 
needed for clinical trials that will determine 
whether it can then be rolled out for wide-
spread use.

“What we are producing will be put in 
clinical studies for [treatment of] latter stages 
of the disease,” he said, noting that the first 
batch has already been completed, with an-
other possibly coming in the weeks ahead.

Other COVID-related products being pre-
pared by BSM for other customers include 
short- and long-acting versions of a drug 
to improve oxygen uptake and another de-
scribed as an immune system booster. These 
also will be rushed into clinical trials to de-
termine their efficacy in treating the disease.

“Time is really of the essence, so they are 
being evaluated quickly,” Kinney said, add-
ing that these products are focused on improv-
ing the outcomes for those who already have 
COVID-19, as opposed to separate efforts 
underway globally to develop a vaccine to 
prevent the disease.

However, BSM has also been approached 

with regard to those efforts. Kinney said that 
representatives from the federal Department 
of Health and Human Services (HHS) con-
tacted him in early March as part of their 
preliminary efforts to identify existing re-
sources and capacity for vaccine production.

“They asked if we would be interested and 
do we have the ability to produce vaccines,” 
he said. “We responded that we have that 
ability and indicated what our capacity is.”

Additional COVID-19 inquiries of a 
preliminary nature have been coming from 
other sources. “We’re being asked about how 
quickly we could fit [their projects] into our 
schedule,” said Kinney.

Fitting these or any other projects that may 
arise from the effort to battle the pandemic 
into BSM’s schedule represents a major 
challenge for the company, which has seen 
demand for its services rise steadily over the 
past few years.

“The biggest problem is we are booked 
three months out right now,” said Kinney. 
“It requires some reshuffling.”

However, given the nature of the threat 
posed by COVID-19, Kinney said the com-
pany has – and will – make every effort to 
accommodate work related to battling the 
disease.

continued on next page

Lee firm playing role in potential treatments for COVID-19
Berkshire Sterile Manufacturing 
sees continued staffing growth 
ahead of $20 million expansion

Berkshire Sterile Manufacturing employees fill vials with a drug produced for clinical trials to assess its effectiveness in treating respiratory inflammation in COVID-19 
patients. This is one of a handful of drug products the company is preparing that may be used to treat other symptoms of the disease. (Photo provided by BSM)

Massachusetts manufacturers don’t just 
make products—they create jobs. 
MassDevelopment offers a range of financing 
solutions and programs designed to help 
manufacturers—and the communities they 
reside in—thrive. Learn more at 
massdevelopment.com.

H E L PI N G  LO CA L  M A N U FAC T U R E R S 

M E E T  F U T U R E  D E M A N D.

Pilot Precision Products in Deerfield

KHJ25537_MAS-335_Manufacturing_10.3x7.85_MECH.indd   1 3/9/20   11:48 AM
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continued from previous page
“We’re moving heaven and earth to fit 

them into our calendar,” he said, noting that 
the company has added shifts on weekends, 
and some employees are working overtime 
to handle the extra volume. “We’re doing 
our best to accommodate all the work. It’s 
evolving every day.”

Having an opportunity to work on these 
projects is also a big plus for the staff at 
BSM, according to Kinney. “Most of our 
employees are really excited because they are 
contributing to solutions,” he said. “People 
here can see that their work is having a real-
world impact.”

Steady growth
The number of employees making these 

contributions is also slated to rise as BSM 
continues its steady growth track since the 
start of operations in 2015

After purchasing the former Lee Corporate 

Center in 2014, the company went to work 
installing the first of its facilities for the produc-
tion of sterile drug products for clinical trial 
use and small-scale commercial requirements.

The central component of this is the 
compact production line set up in a clean 
room in the midst of 
one 40,000-square-
foot section of the for-
mer warehouse space. 
This  “isolator” facility 
gives BSM the ability 
to manufacture a range 
of sterile products for 
clients in the phar-
maceutical and biotechnology industries. 
Specialized enclosed production spaces are 
installed within the clean room, where they 
are accessed by workers through glove-like 
devices protruding into the space – allowing 
the handling and manipulation of materials 
and processes in the isolator environment.

Other nearby space is used for labora-
tory and testing operations, among other 
functions.

In addition to the warehouse space, the 
120,000-square-foot building also has some 
48,000 square feet of office space on two 

levels. When operating 
as the former Lee Cor-
porate Center, some of 
this office space was 
utilized by a variety 
of commercial ten-
ants. Sections of the 
warehouse floor were 
also used by other busi-

nesses needing that type of space.
The office and warehouse leasing contin-

ued for the first few years of BSM’s ownership 
of the building, with a wall installed in the 
warehouse space to fully segregate BSM’s 
operations from activities of other tenants. 
BSM staff have also utilized a growing 
amount of the office space.

However, Kinney said that the leasing 
operations are being gradually phased out. 
With the exception of Moran Mechanical, 
a company that provides vital services to 
BSM, and the day-care center operated by 
the Lee Youth Association, which has a lease 

through 2023, the building will be dedicated 
to BSM’s own needs.

“We’ve grown to the point where we need 
the space and facilities,” Kinney said.

(He noted that BSM’s arrangement with Lee 
Youth Association involves a five-year rent-
free lease in exchange for a discounted child-
care rate for BSM employees. The day-care 
center recently received state authorization to 
operate as an emergency facility for the care 
of children of healthcare workers and others 
deemed essential to battling the pandemic. 
This has allowed several BSM employees 
with young children to continue working.)

In BSM’s first two years of operation, its 
staff grew to about 40 employees who filled a 
range of technical, clinical and support posi-
tions. Over the past three years, that number 
has grown to about 150. Kinney pointed out 
that this is more than double the 60 jobs the 
company had promised to create within five 
years under the terms of a tax incentive pack-
age provided by the town of Lee.

In tandem with the job growth the company 
has expanded its facilities and capabilities 
to meet the needs of a client base that now 
numbers more than 120.

“We have added new customers every 
year,” said Kinney, noting that these new 

placeWORK

CEO Shawn Kinney is shown in a 2017 BT&C file photo on a catwalk above the warehouse space where BSM’s clean room and related operations are situated. The company is now planning a $20 million expansion that 
would include installation of a second larger clean room. The new fully robotic facility, expected to be completed in 2021, would significantly increase BSM’s production capacity and broaden its client base.

“Most of our employees are 
really excited because they 

are contributing to solutions,” 
Kinney said. “People here can 
see that their work is having a 

real-world impact.”
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clients are coming more and more from the 
biotech sector. “We’re getting more biotech 
customers versus pharmaceutical ones.”

Over the past two years, the company 
completed a $2 million expansion of its core 
facilities, including the addition of a formula-
tion suite within its existing clean room and 
a new clean room for packaging activities.

Kinney said the company has also success-
fully completed two pre-approval inspections 
by the federal Food and Drug Administration 
(FDA) over the past two years. “This is part of 
the process for approval for commercial drug 
production versus the clinical trial level,” he 
explained. “It’s a feather in our cap to say we 
have this approval. It reflects on the integrity 
of our systems and operations.”

He added that a third FDA pre-approval 
inspection is slated for later this year related 
to a “bio-similar” (generic) product for one 
of its customers.

“Bringing down the wall”
Also on tap for the next one to two years 

is much larger expansion of BSM’s facilities 
and capabilities.

“We are bringing down the wall,” said 
Kinney, referring to the divider that had 
been installed earlier on the warehouse floor. 
This, he said, will allow for a near-doubling 
of the size of the main sterile manufacturing 
clean room. “We have designed all of our 
clean rooms and labs so they are modular,” 
he said. “That allows us to add new capacity 
the same way.”

With an estimated price tag of $20 million, 
the project will include the installation of a 
new filling line – the part of the operation in 
which products are placed in individual vials 
or other containers in a sterile environment.

“This will be extremely state-of-the-art 
and 100-percent robotic,” said Kinney, not-
ing that the system will provide greater ef-
ficiency while also further reducing the risk 
of contamination (compared to operations 
involving human technicians).

“It will also give us much greater capacity,” 

he said, boosting production from a current 
level of about 20,000 units up to hundreds of 
thousands. “This opens us up to new custom-
ers and also allows us to do more commercial 
production for products that don’t need large 
volume [i.e., millions of units].”

In addition to the new clean room and fill-
ing line, the expansion will include updates 
of many of BSM’s systems and facilities, 
such as its water-for-injection system, auto-
claves and system for freeze-drying certain 
drug products. It also includes expansion of 
chemical and microbiology lab facilities, and 
installation of specialized warehouse space 
for storage of materials.

Kinney noted that in the pre-coronavirus 
world the timeline for the project called for 
installation of the clean room to begin this 
fall, with completion by the summer of 2021. 
That would be followed by a rigorous and 
lengthy certification process before actual 
production would begin on the new line.

“But all of this is subject to change,” he 
said, acknowledging the many uncertainties 
surrounding the global pandemic. For ex-
ample, he noted that most of the equipment 
for the larger clean room and filling line is 
manufactured in Italy, which has been one of 
the countries hit hardest by the novel coro-
navirus. He said that recent discussions with 
the manufacturer have indicated that their 
facilities are operational and that work on 
BSM’s equipment should remain on schedule.

While the impact on the project’s timeline 
due to these and other factors remains to 
seen, Kinney said the company is continuing 
to ramp up its staffing in anticipation of the 
expanded operations.

“Our projections on staffing are that we’ll 
add 40 positions this year and another 40 to 50 
in 2021,” he said. This would boost overall jobs 
to more than 200 in just six years of operation.

Kinney said keeping pace with the need for 
new employees has been a challenge for the 
company. “We’re constantly recruiting,” he 
said. “Even now, in the midst of coronavirus, 
we have positions open.”u
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MONEY matters

James R. Rose, EA, 
CFP, is with Dollars & 
Sense Tax & Financial 
Planning Services in 
Pittsfield. He can be 
reached at 448-9015.

EDITOR’S NOTE: Regular readers of 
BERKSHIRE TRADE & COMMERCE know that 
a year-end tax planning column by James 
Rose, proprietor of Dollars & Sense Tax and 
Financial Planning Services in Pittsfield, 
appears annually in the issue that prints in 
December (our “January” issue). Amidst 
all the coronavirus chaos, we asked Jim to 
weigh in on how this is impacting his work 
and his clients, especially in terms of this 
year’s tax filing schedule and the roll-out of 
various aspects of the multi-trillion-dollar 
federal coronavirus relief package. He 
accepted and put together the following 
“timeline” that effectively captures how 
quickly things have changed, and how these 
changes have made the search for clarity 
in tax and financial planning matters more 
elusive than ever.

BY JAMES R. ROSE, EA CFP
On March 18, the U. S. Treasury Depart-

ment releases Notice 2020-17, in response to 
the President’s March 13 Emergency Decla-
ration relating to the coronavirus pandemic. 
The notice extends the time to pay income 
tax liabilities to July 15, for tax returns still 
required to be filed by April 15 without a 
valid extension.

Untold thousands of tax preparers (my-
self included) inundate elected officials 

and membership organizations with emails, 
tweets, letters and phone calls of protest, 
citing the impossibility 
of following the dic-
tates of both the notice 
and the mounting state 
and local movement 
restrictions. And on 
March 19, as noted by 
an executive vice presi-
dent of one national 
association, we “have 
found a shift in senti-
ment.” Notice 2020-18 
is released, postponing 
both filing and payment 
dates to July 15. The tax season is effectively 
extended for another three months.

On March 24, Massachusetts Gov. Charlie 
Baker issues his first stay-at-home advisory, 
and my office issues its own first shutdown 
notice to selected clients: 

Update here: Due to the recent an-
nouncement from the Governor, we are 
shutting down the office. We do have an 
exemption to allow us to remain here, to 
work on behalf of our clients; but it is 
incumbent that we not remain “open.” We 
plan on working at the office until they 
tell us we can’t; although not at the idiotic 

pace that is normal for this time of year, so 
as not to get too run-down ourselves. We’ll 

be in touch (meta-
phorically speaking).

On March 27, the 
Coronavirus Aid, Re-
lief, and Economic 
Security (CARES) 
Act is signed into law. 
Preparation of tax re-
turns takes a back seat 
to reading summaries, 
spot interpretations, 
and pieces of the leg-
islation itself; and then 

contacting clients and fielding all the ques-
tions that multi-trillion-dollar tax legislation 
can inspire.

For businesses:
Yes, self-employed individuals, usually 

restricted business owners, and independent 
contractors may now qualify for unemploy-
ment benefits – “may” being the operative 
word. States ramp-up their claims and regis-
tration processes, and begin accepting these 
temporary allowances.

Yes, employers and the self-employed 
may elect to defer the “employer” matching 
6.2-percent share of Social Security tax on 

wages and earnings. Half the deferred tax 
must be paid by the end of 2021; the other 
half by the end of 2022.

Yes, employers may qualify for a refund-
able payroll tax credit for certain wages paid 
after March 12. That credit calculation will 
first appear on payroll Forms 941 for the 
quarter ending June 30; and is targeted to 
wages paid to employees when those em-
ployees are unable to provide their services 
due to a COVID-19-related shutdown order, 
or business gross receipts decline by more 
than 50 percent when compared to the prior 
year’s matching quarter.

Yes, the Payroll Protection Program (PPP) 
is worth reviewing – and is by far everyone’s 
item of interest. I secure loan applications 
from several lenders. They are all different, 
but there are enough similarities to see the 
trend of interpretation, which form the basis 
of notes sent to selected clients:

TAX SEASON’S YES-NO INTERLUDE

Coronavirus, CARES Act fuel feverish level of uncertainty

Preparation of tax returns 
takes a back seat to 

reading summaries, spot 
interpretations, and pieces 
of the legislation itself; and 
then contacting clients and 

fielding all the questions 
that multi-trillion-dollar tax 

legislation can inspire.
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Update here: The new Small Business 
Paycheck Protection Program just kicked-
in and released preliminary applications. 
Indications are that local banks will be 
part of the process. It provides a loan for 
up to eight weeks’ payroll – and, once 
confi rmed that the loan was indeed used 
for payroll, the loan can be forgiven. You 
can also use the loan for interest, rent, and 
utility payments (but it is the payroll por-
tion which drives for forgiveness formula). 
You may want to contact the bank where 
you do your business checking/banking 
to see if they are accepting and process-
ing applications – the program offi cially 
begins Friday, April 3rd. I hope this is 
helpful – notes are attached.

In the following 48 hours, the applica-
tions change and become more and more 
similar and streamlined. I note one of our 
interpretations is off, dealing with qualifi ed 
1099 independent contractors; and send a 
note of congratulations to a colleague who 
got it right. The rest of our suppositions are 
supported.

No, it’s either this program or the enhanced 
unemployment program – not both at the 
same time.

No, this is not a means of fi nancing your 
overall business needs.

No, as a self-employed individual, you 
cannot borrow up to $100,000 for yourself.

No, the lender is not likely to accept your 
loan application based on “projections.”

Yes, this is to be used for exactly what it 
is designed for – “Payroll Protection.”

Yes, the lender will rely on 2019 payroll 
records to calculate your loan allowance.

Yes, self-employed individuals may use 
2019 net income, as reported on 2019 tax 
returns (Schedules C and/or F; Schedules 
K-1), to report their own “payroll” – within 
limits.

Yes, there is a time limit, so the sooner, 
the better.

Based on the applications, loan value 
calculations are standardized. Using 2019 
payroll and qualifi ed 1099 records, the 
total annual compensation paid to employ-
ees is adjusted upward by any allowable 
self-employed owner’s income (capped 
at $100,000). That grand total is divided 
by 12, to calculate the loan’s “Average 
Monthly Payroll.” That resulting value is 
multiplied by 2.5, to calculate the allow-
able PPP loan request.

Of that 2.5 times “average monthly pay-
roll” total, as long as at least 75 percent is used 
toward “payroll,” as defi ned by this program, 
the loan can be forgiven. The “point-5” of 
the calculation is the concession that some 
of these funds may be used for other than its 
targeted eight-weeks’ defi ned payroll.

The exact forgiveness certifi cation process 
is yet to be defi ned, leaving some business-
owners leery of the program. It is expected 
that “proof” of how funds are used will need 
to be forthcoming within 60 days of fi nal use. 
We’ll need to monitor that.

For individuals:
The most far-reaching and intriguing 

changes for individuals refer to retirement 
accounts.

Yes, for calendar year 2020, required mini-
mum distributions (RMDs) are suspended.

Yes, the RMDs may be taken as scheduled. 
But if the cash fl ow is not needed, there is 
no requirement to withdraw this otherwise 
taxable income, which may lower 2020 tax li-
abilities and required estimated tax payments.

Yes, for calendar year 2020, if withdraw-
als are needed, the 10-percent premature 
distribution penalty is waived for qualifi ed 
withdrawals up to $100,000.

Yes, that distribu-
tion is taxable – either 
in 2020 in full or, if 
elected, ratably over 
tax years 2020, 2021 
and 2022.

Yes, if elected, there 
is a new “rollover” 
period for this with-
drawal. Rather than 
the statutory 60-day 
rule, this withdrawal 
enjoys a three-year 
tax-free rollover period, beginning on the 
day after receipt.

Yes, we are going to need weeks, if not 
months, to unpack the entirety of this legisla-
tion; and what it means for 2020 tax returns.

For investors:
Yes, this is a buying opportunity.

Yes, this is a time 
to hold your positions.

Yes, this is a time to 
“run-for-the-hills.”

Yes, it all depends on 
perspectives and time 
horizons.

Yes, remember the 
allocation strategies 
and plans which were 
put into place; and the 
specifi c allocations of 
stocks, bonds and cash 

which were chosen to create your own 
specifi c “comfort zone” to help in times of 
market volatility.

No, “comfort zone” is not meant to be 
“comfortable.” I am very uncomfortable with 
what is happening – but my own “comfort 
zone” is one in which things are “good 
enough” for me to accept both the upside 

and the downside potential of my chosen 
investments.

No, I have no idea when we’ll come out 
of this.

Yes, I believe that we will.
In atypical times, it is often the typical-

ness of minor things which helps propel 
us forward.

In the morning, as I traipse to the car, 
carrying my daily ration of coffee and food, 
my mind fl ashes to an insight, and the an-
swer to a client’s tax-conundrum snaps into 
place. That draws my attention to another 
item I need to research, which reminds me 
of someone who has yet to receive a note 
from me. I drive around the corner, and 
hear the thump of a coffee mug on the car 
roof; then watch its contents leak down the 
windshield. Typical.

Be safe. Be well. Seek out your trusted 
advisor(s). And plan accordingly.u

Yes, this is a buying opportu-
nity. Yes, this is a time to hold 
your positions. Yes, this is a 
time to “run-for-the-hills.” 

Yes, it all depends on perspec-
tives and time horizons. No, 
I have no idea when we’ll 
come out of this. Yes, I be-

lieve that we will.
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They are manufacturing 

FOUR NEW COVID-19 
treatments!

MEET YOUR LOCAL HEROES

This amazing group has been working many late nights and weekends 
to expedite the manufacturing of several promising COVID-19 
treatments so that they may get through clinical trials sooner:

Aida Melendez • Alexander Paleologopoulos • Alicia Sloman • Amanda Bankowski • Carlo Sarmiento 
• Christine Geary • Christopher Carpenter • Daniel Petersen • David Bowler • Debbie Smith • Deven 
Roberts • Elysse Greene • Eric Garlow • Evette Amakor • Frederick Minkle • Gregory VanDenburgh 
• Kajol Shah • Ken Bosley • Lisa Coutts • Michelle Toro • Nathan Spangler • Ngerimo Mieze • Sarah 
James • Sarah Osborn • Sunita Patel • Yaswanth Karla

Andrew Fallon Jr. • Benjamin Callan • Berke Alsancak • Christopher McGuire • Devangkumar Desai 
• Erica Lane • Hanna Engstrom • James McLellan • Jody Askaryan • Joseph Matela • Kalp Desai 
• Kayleigh Warner • Matthew Morgani • Mubaraq Von Schleusingen • Muralidhar Meesala • Patrick 
Patterson • Pranav Pandya • Ronald Trefzger • Satyam Muttha • Steven Kinney • Subhas Rai • Xufeng 
Sun • Yangchen Liu

Alison Croteau • Ashley Harding • Brett Slater • Brittney White • Chengyan Jing • David Conlon • Devin 
Wigington • Dillon Benham • Emily Murray • Guy Russo • Hiroe Widjeskog • Jessica Biros • Joseph 
Bromley • Judith LaPlante • Levon Hilling • Lindsay Dombrosky • Lindsey Lungren • Michael Koperniak 
• Patrick Moretti • Paul Mikolaitis • Quinten DiNicola • Rubina Narang • Sara Silvernail • Stephanie 
Michalak • Stephanie Williams • Tu Nguyen • Zachary Helming

Andrea Wagner • Brendan Daoust • David DeLoria • David Johnson • Gavin Davis • Hannah Kinney 
• James Byrne • Jeffrey Scarano • Oneil Carter • Patrick Bacon • Raisa Syeda • Rebbecca Cohen • 
Sarah Kinney • Scott Stechmann • Steven Gaertner • Tyne Jeffrey

Elizabeth Fitzgerald • Glynis Arnold • James Donnelly • Jennifer Kratovil-Moriarty • Jon Provost • 
Joseph Nawazelski • Peter Balicki • Richard Webb • Robert New • Sally Withers • Shawn Kinney

Manufacturing & Warehouse

quality assurance

engineering

quality control

facilities, general, & adMin

project ManageMent & sales

Aaron Sykes-Gundlach • Allen Chague • Amanda Garceau • Andrew Turnbough • Angel Munk • Anna 
Potorski • Audra Love • Austin Liebenow • Brian Hirschberg • Brianna Herforth • Bryan Morin • Carmen 
Place • Daniel Cantarella • Dawn Schmidt • Denise Benzie • Fanny Paola Correa Gomez • Glenn 
Veazie • Henry Hagenah • Hrutvikkumar Patel • Jay Peters • Jenna Hamilton • Jesse Attias • Jesse 
Baran • Josh Yaklin • Joshua Smith • Kimberly Briggs • Kosua Behanzin-Seleznov • Kouadjo Behanzin 
• Marissa Groulx • Max DiPace • Michael Bishop • Michael Casey • Michael Connors • Neil Elms • 
Nixon St Bernard • Robert Wabshinak • Ryan Gelgud • Shawn Foster • Sullivan Patriquin • Tannya 
Romero • Trevor Dean • Trevor Williams • Tyler Kays • Tyler Rush • William Sitzer
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BY BRAD JOHNSON
For providers of mental health services, the 

irony is inescapable: at a time when the need 
for their services is perhaps greater than ever, 
the ability to provide them is severely hindered.

“There’s a big confl ict happening,” said 
Jeremy Sullivan, a clinical psychologist and 
the new owner of Siracusa Associates, a well-
established local behavioral health practice. 
“The need [for mental health counseling] is 
increasing dramatically, but access to services 
has decreased dramatically.”

The cause of both the greater need and di-
minished access, of course, is the coronavirus 
pandemic and people’s very real concerns 
about exposure to the readily transmissible 
disease.

From a mental health perspective, Sullivan 
noted that both concerns about the disease 
itself and the disruptive social distancing 
protocols in place to prevent its further spread 
are taking their toll on a growing segment 
of the population.

“For people with pre-existing [mental 
health] conditions, this can be a real ex-
acerbating factor for them,” he said. “And 
others without diffi culties are now anxious 
and scared. It’s typically our irrational fears 
that we’re grappling with, but there’s so much 
unknown right now. With people being stuck 

at home, with stress about work and fi nances, 
the situation can become unmanageable.”

While Sullivan and the other clinicians at 
his practice have the right skill set to assist 
people with their pandemic-driven fears and 
anxieties, for now they are unable to do so 
by conventional means. “We’re not seeing 
patients face to face,” said Sullivan. “We 

decided as a practice to close our doors and 
provide our services via telehealth.”

This decision is consistent with state 
guidelines regarding mental health services 
during the COVID-19 crisis. “There is some 
grey area for individual sessions,” said Sul-
livan. But, for the most part, concerns about 
transmission have shifted counseling either to 
the online realm via Skype or Zoom, which 
provide at least a virtual visual connection, 
or to phone sessions, which do not.

Sullivan noted that psychologists and 
other clinicians have long utilized phone and 
online sessions on a limited basis in certain 
situations. But there are drawbacks to doing 
so – ranging from access to technology to 
confi dentiality issues.

“A lot of people are just not comfortable 
with this format,” he said, adding that this 

has led some clients currently in therapy 
for mental health issues to cancel scheduled 
sessions and has prevented others from seek-
ing help. “We’re getting some calls, but I 
expected more.”

Relocation, expansion
The widespread disruption caused by the 

novel coronavirus has also placed Sullivan 
in his own stressful situation regarding the 
practice he has just acquired and is in the 
process of relocating and expanding.

A native of nearby Stamford, Vt., Sullivan 
left the region for several years for school and 
work in Chicago. He has worked as a clinical 
psychologist for over 20 years, the last 14 in 
the Berkshires and neighboring regions after 
moving back to North Adams.

Among other positions in the region, he 

HEALTH & fitness
Pandemic puts 
mental health 
practitioner in  
ironic situation
Purchase, relocation of 
practice coincides with 
coronavirus outbreak

Clinical psychologist Jeremy Sullivan is moving Siracusa Associates, an established behavioral health practice he purchased last December, into new, larger of-
fi ces in the Northern Berkshire Ambulatory Care Center in North Adams. However, he and other clinicians with the practice will not be seeing any patients in their 
new offi ces until a statewide emergency order shutting down many places of business is lifted. That order is currently in effect until May 4.
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Member SEC, FINRA, SiPC

What sets us apart is our commitment to doing 
what’s right versus doing what’s popular.

Investors have a lot to think about. Worrying about 
your advisor shouldn’t be one of them.

Have a conversation with us. We think you’ll 
appreciate the difference.

103 West Park Street
Lee, MA  01238
(413) 243-4331

*Banking & trust administration services provided by Lee Bank.
October Mountain Financial Advisors is a d/b/a of St. Germain Investment Management.
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2 RARE OPPORTUNITIES IN THE BEAUTIFUL BERKSHIRES!
LIVE & PLAY HERE WHILE USING YOUR HOME TO EARN INCOME!

WILLIAMSTOWN
FORMER BED AND BREAKFAST

Rare opportunity to own a former 
bed and breakfast in Williamstown! 
This six-bedroom, six-and-one-half-
bath Contemporary Log Lodge 
o� ers lodgers a calming, stress-free 
and relaxing respite. Ideal buyer 
will love the rustic country lifestyle 
while appreciating the arts, cultural, 
entertaining, and natural resources 
o� ered by the a�  uent Williamstown 
community and surrounding areas. 
$599,000

413-743-0450 • 413-446-0301
www.monarchrealty-ma.com

97 Summer St. • Adams, MA 01220

NORTH ADAMS – LOVINGLY 
RESTORED & UPDATED VICTORIAN

Now is the perfect time to buy this 
elegant Victorian with all the “MUST 
HAVE” modern amenities & quaint 
New England charm in the heart of 
North Adams – home of MASS MoCA, 
the largest venue for contemporary & 
visual performing arts in the country! 
Walkability factor A+! This 12-room 
home features period detailing, 
luxurious furnishings, and 3 en-suite 
bedrooms making it perfect for a B&B 
or Airbnb! $369,500

Call Listing Agent Sue Colvin, 603-493-1952, for a private preview so 
you can begin pursuing your dream of entrepreneurship RIGHT NOW! 

BARGAIN FINDS FOR SAVVY CONTRACTORS/INVESTORS
STAMFORD, VT… $39,900

14’ x 70’ mobile home on 2 acres. Remove/Rehab mobile home.

WILLIAMSTOWN…$54,900
Adorable bungalow on .80 acres with awesome views. Rehab.

NORTH ADAMS… $89,888
With a little work, this 3 family could be a real money maker!  

ADAMS… $130,000
Handsome Colonial family on 1.1 acres in upscale area!
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has worked for the past few years as the staff 
psychologist for the Buckland Shelburne 
Elementary School, where he is still currently 
employed (but now working remotely while 
schools are closed).

“I have always worked for someone else,” 
he said, adding that he has long envisioned an 
opportunity to work for himself and operate 
his own successful business.

Such an opportunity arose last year when 
he learned that Tony Siracusa, owner and 
operator of Siracusa & Associates since its 
founding 30 years ago, was looking to retire.

“I’ve known Tony personally and profes-
sionally for several years,” said Sullivan. 
“I heard through the grapevine that he was 
retiring soon, so I contacted him [to talk 
about taking over his practice]. He was open 
to having that conversation, and things went 
from there.”

From those initial discussions in June, the 
deal continued to take shape, with Sullivan 
beginning in September to build his own 
new client base on a part-time basis from 
the practice’s offices at 681 Simonds Rd. in 
Williamstown.

The sale of the practice was completed in 
December, with Siracusa agreeing to stay 
on in a part-time capacity for the next year. 
Sullivan said financing for the purchase was 
provided by Greylock Federal Credit Union, 
with additional gap financing through a pro-
gram administered by the Franklin County 
Community Development Corporation.

“It was an amazing process,” he said 
regarding his work with these financial 
institutions. “Everyone was very helpful.”

Following the purchase, the practice now 
has three psychologists (including Siracusa) 
and three other clinicians, all who work on 
a fee-for-service basis as independent con-
tractors. They include William Goodman, 
PsyD; Brenda Smith, LICSW; Rebecca 
Gamache, Post-MA MHC; and Bea Hayes, 
PhD, LMHC, NCC.

The practice also has an office manager 
to handle administrative and operational 
functions. “Katie O’Neill has been the office 
manager for four years now,” said Sullivan. 
“She’s truly invaluable. I don’t know what 
I would have done if she had not stayed.”

Also built into the deal was a one-year 
lease for the practice’s existing Williamstown 
office building. However, Sullivan noted that 
the facility was too small to accommodate 
the whole clinical staff on a full-time basis. 
“It became a big priority,” he said, to find a 
new location where they would all have the 
space to work with their respective clients on 
their own schedule instead of sharing offices.

Sullivan said he originally confined his 
search to Williamstown and soon came upon 
a commercial condominium that was ideally 
suited to his needs. However, his plans to 
purchase the space had to be discarded when 
he realized there was inadequate parking for 
both staff and clients. “It was disappointing 
that I had to withdraw the offer,” he said.

Concerned that he might not find another 
suitable space in Williamstown, Sullivan 
expanded his search to neighboring North 
Adams. “I needed to see what was avail-
able,” he said.

In early March he was introduced to 
the Northern Berkshire Ambulatory Care 
Center, a 50,000-square-foot medical office 
complex on the campus of the former North 
Adams Regional Hospital (now operating 
as the North County Campus of Berkshire 
Medical Center).

That building is owned by Craig Barnum 
of South Egremont, who purchased it in 2018 
and has been aggressively working to recruit 
medical practices and related healthcare 
businesses and organizations as tenants, with 
a special emphasis on improving access to 
needed services in the northern Berkshire 
region (April 2019 BT&C).

“I came upon Craig’s space through his 
realtor in early March,” said Sullivan, not-
ing that he looked at three spaces within 
the three-story complex. One in particular, 
a 2,100-square-foot suite of offices on the 
second floor formerly occupied by a urology 
practice, seemed well-suited to his needs.

He noted that Barnum made it extremely 
easy for him to decide to lease the space. “He’s 
been amazing,” Sullivan said. “He offered a 
lot of incentives to come here. It felt like it 
was all too good to be true.”

Those incentives made Sullivan comfort-
able with signing a 10-year lease for the 
space in March. Barnum has enlisted the 
services of Moresi & Associates of North 
Adams for renovation of the space into 
a seven-office suite as the new home for 
Siracusa & Associates.

Sullivan said the space, which is expected 
to be ready for occupancy by May 1, will al-
low clinicians to have their own offices, with 
an extra office available for the addition of 
others on a full- or part-time basis.

He noted that his plans for the practice also 
include recruitment of a medical professional 
who specializes in psychiatric or psychotro-
pic medication management. This individual 
would help fill what Sullivan sees as a major 
gap in access to this aspect of mental health 
care in the region.

“There is a horrific wait for medication 
management services,” Sullivan said. He 

explained that the region has relatively few 
psychiatrists (who are qualified to prescribe 
these types of medication). This, he said, 
leads to many mental health patients being 
referred back to primary care physicians, 
who are hesitant to prescribe medications in 
areas that are not their specialties.

Pandemic’s impact
For the moment, however, these and other 

plans for the practice have been compromised 
by COVID-19. With current coronavirus 
protocols slated to remain in place until May 
4, there remains a real possibility of those 
being extend even further.

In addition to reducing the volume of 
counseling and therapy sessions being 
conducted by the practice, Sullivan noted 
that this situation has also hit another major 
revenue source: referrals for psychological 
and neuropsychological assessments.

These referrals often come from area 
schools for psychological evaluation of 
children exhibiting behavioral issues or 
through the court system for assessment of 
adult individuals.

According to Sullivan, these assessments 
do not lend themselves to  remote procedures.

“I don’t know how the administration of 
assessments can occur through telehealth,” 
he said, adding that, while some aspects of 
the process can be handled that way, the 
absence of face-to-face interaction would 
compromise the value and reliability of such 
an assessment.

“So, right now, our practice is putting a 
hold on assessments,” he said.

From a business perspective, this situation 
further exacerbates the financial squeeze on 
the practice. “Assessments represent the big-
gest portion of our revenue,” said Sullivan.

continued on page 18
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BY JOHN TOWNES
For fitness centers and other health and 

wellness businesses and their customers, 
the closing of their activities and facilities 
because of the novel coronavirus has been 
as welcome as a dislocated kneecap.

For the businesses, and those who work 
for them as employees or contractors, the 
closures have cut off their primary sources 
of revenue. And for customers and mem-
bers, it comes at a time when exercise and 
stress relief are especially important to 
alleviate the anxiety and other effects of 
self-isolation at home.

Nevertheless, many of these businesses 
have turned to alternative ways of provid-
ing their services, such as online training 
sessions and workshops, as a substitute for 
the programs they usually conduct in person.

Some are offering them for free, while 
others do so as paid remote services as an 
alternative source of revenue.

One of these businesses that continues to 
operate online during the closure is Lenox Fit 
at 90 Pittsfield Rd. (Route 7) in Lenox. The 
fitness and wellness center offers personal 
training, exercise classes, yoga, massage, 
and a studio with weights and other cardio 
and strength training equipment.

Lenox Fit closed its facility voluntarily 
shortly before the March 24 mandatory 
closing of large gatherings and nonessential 
businesses.

“We thought it was best for all concerned 
to close,” said Suzanne Merritt, president of 
Lenox Fit Inc.

Rather than completely cease operations 
during the crisis, Lenox Fit has been offering 
free online videos of workout and training 
sessions, yoga and other activities. The videos 
feature trainers conducting sessions. While 
the room is otherwise empty of people, the 
at-home viewers are the participants.

“One reason we decided to do this is to 
maintain contact with our members and keep 
the Lenox Fit family together, even though 
we can’t gather in person,” said Merritt.

However, rather than charge for them, or 
requiring a membership, the videos are free 
for anyone to view.

“We decided not to limit access to them 
as a gesture of goodwill for the larger com-
munity,” she said. “Everyone is struggling 
financially, and it’s important for businesses 
to do their part with good deeds.”

The sessions are initially streamed live 
through their page on Facebook (Lenox Fit, 
Inc.). The live sessions are then archived for 
subsequent on-demand viewing.

“They continue to be available on the 

page afterward, so people can play them at 
a time that is best for them, or repeat them,” 
said Merritt.

The videos include a mix of exercise class-
es and workouts, yoga sessions, stress relief 
programs, and other topics. Among them are 
Strength & Cardio Interval; Strength, Stretch 
and Relax; Full Body Strength; Barre; Yoga; 
Total Body Shred; and a Pilates Reformer 
demo, among others.

“We try to add one 
video a day, to keep 
the content as fresh as 
possible,” said Merritt.

She  added  tha t 
they focus on activi-
ties people can do in 
their homes. “Because 
people are not able to come in to use our 
equipment, we concentrate on activities 
that don’t require that, or activities in which 
household objects like filled water jugs can 
be used,” she said.

She said the videos have been gaining an 
audience. “Some live videos are attended by 
at least 20 people, and they have had hundreds 
of views later,” she said.

While she considers this primarily as a 
public service, Merritt believes the videos 
may also bolster the business in the long term.

“Hopefully, people who are not familiar 
with us and are not members will be in-
troduced to what we offer, and some will 
consider becoming members when we re-
open,” she said.

Most of the trainers at Lenox Fit (413-637-
9893 or www.lenoxfit.com) are independent 
contractors. In order to help generate income 
for them, Lenox Fit is also offering remote 
personal training sessions for a fee. These 
are one-on-one customized training ses-
sions online.

“Anyone can apply for a personal training 
session,” she said.

Merritt acknowledge that the COVID-19 
closure is a significant challenge for the 
business. “It’s basically cut our revenue to 
zero,” she said.

However, she is confident that her business 
will weather the shutdown.

“We’ve always been smart about mon-
ey, and as part of that 
we’ve made sure to 
have savings available 
for emergencies, so we 
were prepared for this,” 
she said. “At this point 
the major question is 
how long this situation 
will last. If it extends 

beyond a certain point, we’ll have to look 
at other sources such as financing.”

Overall, she believes that local businesses 
can persevere. “This is difficult for every-
one,” she said. “It’s important for business 
leaders to step up and help in whatever way 
they can. We also need to be smart and con-
servative and pay attention to the information 
that is valid and useful. If we all keep our 
wits about us, we’ll persist.”

Subscription service
Another business using videos and online 

instruction is Soules Sports and Fitness at 
925 Pleasant St. in Lee.

The fitness studio includes equipment 
such as weights, functional training equip-
ment (balls, bands and kettle bells, among 
others) and cardio training equipment. When 
in full operation it offers about 60 classes 
and workout sessions weekly, ranging from 
high-intensity bootcamps, circuits, boxing, 
strength, cycle classes, senior balance and 
mobility, and yoga, among others.

It also offers open gym time and personal 
training.

“One thing we specialize in is creat-
ing specific programs for an individual’s 
particular goals and purposes,” said owner 
Justin Soules.

In the earliest period of the coronavirus 
concerns, Soules limited class sizes and 
made other modifications to adhere to social 
distancing. Then with the state’s emergency 
order, the studio closed its public operations.

As an alternative, Soules said that he is 
offering a combination of free workout vid-
eos on his Facebook page (Soules Sports & 
Fitness, Inc.), and a paid subscription service 
on his website (soulesfitness.com click link 
Soules Live).

He has been holding live lunchtime 
workout sessions which anyone can view 
on Facebook. These are available at other 
times on demand on the Facebook page’s 
Video section.

“We’ve tried to offer a variety of work-
outs for various audiences including adults, 

kids and seniors, as well as high-intensity 
workouts,” he said.

Soules also has paid services, including an 
on-demand subscription service for $19.95 
monthly. “It’s like Netflix,” he explained. 
“You pay one fee for full access to all videos, 
and you can pick and choose on demand.”

On that page he also posts free videos from 
Facebook which are publicly accessible, as 
well as content that is limited to subscribers.

“With the subscription content we try 
and go deeper and offer more specialized 
training,” he said.

Those who are members can receive a 
discount code for the premium videos.

The studio also offers live interactive two-
way group training sessions using Facetime 
or Zoom. People can sign up for individual 
sessions for those.

In addition, interactive online individual 
training sessions are available.

“I think the interactive part is important 
for well-being,” Soules said. “Training relies 
on camaraderie and seeing familiar faces. 
Doing it online is not ideal, but I’m willing 
to do things out of the box.”

Soules noted that one advantage of put-
ting sessions online is that it broadens the 
geographic market of potential customers.

“It’s global and anyone can sign up from 
anywhere in the world,” he said.

However, he said, the revenues from the 
online services have not come close to mak-
ing up for the loss of the studio’s regular 
in-person activities.

“The Facebook videos have brought us 
some visibility, and anything that increases 
awareness is good,” he said. “But financially 
it doesn’t come close to the money we’re 
losing because of this.”

In terms of people who were members of 
the club before the closure, he said they have 
been generally supportive.

“Some people have wanted a refund or 
to cancel their memberships,” he said. “But 
most have been understanding.”

Whether his business can survive the 
current situation will depend on how long 
it lasts, he said.

“We’ve built up some capital, but not 
enough to keep going if this becomes pro-
longed,” he said. “We’ve always had ups and 
downs and have been able to adjust. But this 
is the down of all downs. However, I started 
this to build a long-term business, and I’ll do 
whatever it takes to keep it going.”u

HEALTH & fitness
Fitness centers 
find ways to keep 
people moving 
during shutdown
Whether free or fee-based, 
online services help studios 
stay connected with clients

Screen capture of a “Turn and Burn” video workout led by Lenox Fit owner Suzanne Merritt, one of several 
sessions posted on the studio’s Facebook page that are available for free to members and non-members. 
“We decided not to limit access to them as a gesture of goodwill for the larger community,” Merritt says. 
“Everyone is struggling financially, and it’s important for businesses to do their part with good deeds.”

I had an emergency.
I couldn’t reach you.
I called someone else.
Keeping customers is always easier than 
�nding new ones! Let our virtual 
receptionist handle your phones
when you can’t.

(800) 367-7243    BerkshireCommunicators.com

Mental health practice
continued from page 18

“Hopefully, people who are 
not familiar with us and are 
not members will be intro-
duced to what we offer, and 

some will consider becoming 
members when we re-open.”

Having just acquired the practice and 
having taken on financial obligations for the 
loans that made that purchase possible, Sul-
livan said the sudden reduction in revenues 
due to the coronavirus situation has been a 
source of concern.

“The biggest issue I had was the loans for 
the business,” he said, noting that the ability 
to make payments was undermined by the 
unexpected loss of revenue.

He found some relief from that concern, 
however, when the financial institutions of-
fered a deferral on his loan payments for three 
months. “My expectation is that it would be 
extended, if needed,” he added.

In terms of the cost of his new office space, 
Sullivan said that is less of a concern since 
the overheard there is minimal. That’s due, 
in part, to the lease structure which calls for 
reduced monthly payments early on. “Craig 
was incredibly generous in what he has pro-
vided for us,” he said.

As the uncertain nature of the coronavirus 
crisis is likely to endure for some time to 
come, Sullivan said his plan for the short 
term is to take occupancy of his new office 
as soon as renovations are completed. “We’ll 
do telehealth from there until we can go back 
to face-to-face,” he said.

Sullivan said he also has extended an offer 
to front-line healthcare providers to contact 
the practice for free telehealth counseling. 
“That’s something we can do to help these 
vital healthcare workers get through this 
difficult time,” he said.

That offer is being promoted on the prac-
tice’s Facebook page and website (siracusa-
therapy.com).u
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REAL estate

BY JOHN TOWNES
For the residential real estate market, 

the adage that describes March as “coming 
in like a lion and going out like a lamb” is 
especially apt.

Weather lore aside, March became a sig-
nifi cant and startling turning point for the 
real estate industry, from a housing market 
that began the month with healthy demand 
and rising metrics but ended with a marked 
downward trend at a time when activity is 
normally entering the peak season.

The immediate impact has been notable, 
as many potential buyers have postponed 
their house hunting and nervous sellers have 
temporarily taken their listings off the market.

“The phones aren’t exactly ringing off the 
hook right now,” said Barb Davis-Hassan, 
broker-owner of Barb Hassan Realty, Inc. in 
Pittsfi eld. “The calls I’m getting now include 
things like someone who wants us to sell their 
house in the future and is making preliminary 
preparations now.”

Members of the real estate profession 
are grappling with multiple levels of un-
certainty in the current situation regarding 
the COVID-19 crisis.

Realtors have the same immediate dilem-
mas and concerns faced by businesses across 
all sectors regarding how to adjust their day-
to-day operations and fi nancial resources 
to the new coronavirus restrictions and the 
unanticipated decline in sales and revenues 
the crisis has fostered.

In addition, while all businesses will 
have to deal with the longer-term economic 
repercussions, many sectors will at least 
have a more straightforward path towards 
recovery when the immediate crisis and 
restrictions pass.

However, the real estate market is espe-
cially susceptible to complex underlying 
conditions related to demand, government 
and lending policies, and other social and 
economic dynamics.

Interviews with real estate professionals 
indicate varied opinions on the anticipated 
long-term impact. Nevertheless, all shared 
the view that COVID-19 has added many 
question marks that make it impossible to 
predict anything.

“Going into this, we had a strong market 
and there is still a solid underlying demand 
for homes,” said Suzanne Crerar, broker and 
partner at Stone House Properties in West 
Stockbridge. “But now the wild card is the 
effect of the virus and what will happen as 
a result of that.”

Adapting to uncertainty
In the short term, real estate brokers, and 

those in related professions, have had to 
rapidly adapt to the day-to-day changes in 
their normal ways of doing business to handle 
the limits imposed by the COVID-19 crisis.

As of press time for this issue, it was still 
possible to buy and sell property, and conduct 
all of the stages of showing, negotiating and 
inspecting properties, and fi nancing and pro-
cessing the necessary documents for closing 
transactions.

However, like many other aspects of life, 
it has become much more complicated. The 
proper way to conduct business during the 
pandemic has been shifting, ambiguous and 
often confusing. It has also fueled differing 
views and some controversy as to how much 
activity is appropriate.

In the initial March 24 emergency order 
issued by Gov. Charlie Baker for overall CO-
VID-19 restrictions and guidelines, real estate 
was initially classifi ed as a “non-essential” 
industry, which meant that brokerages had to 
close their offi ces. However, that designation 
was changed to “essential” shortly after that, 
which allowed real estate offi ces to be open.

Basic emergency guidelines for intensifi ed 
sanitation and social distancing must be ad-
hered to, such as no gatherings of more than 
10 people, and greater emphasis on remote 
communications and online processing of 
documents.

“Most of the processes in real estate do 
not require face-to-face contact,” said Crerar. 
“I’ve been impressed by how the profession-
als involved have been able to make the tran-
sition to do more electronically during this.”

Unless stricter mandatory requirements 
are imposed, nothing specifi cally prohibits 
any activities related to real estate sales, as 
long as the guidelines for social distancing 
and safety are followed, according to Sandy 
Carroll, CEO of the Berkshire County Board 

of Realtors, which also operates the Multiple 
Listing Service.

“While there are basic requirements, it’s 
largely left to individual realtors and buyers 
and sellers to determine how they prefer to 
conduct their business during this time,” 
said Carroll.

The Berkshire County Board of Realtors 
website (berkshirerealtors.net) includes 
updated suggested guidelines. The organiza-
tion has also been conducting webinars and 
providing other practical information and 
resources online.

Among its suggestions, the board recom-
mends that physical real estate offi ces should 
only be visited for essential offi ce work. It 
also recommends postponing open houses 
until the emergency order is lifted, among 
other measures.

Carroll emphasized that the board’s own 
recommendations are voluntary and are not 
binding on its members.

“There would be anti-trust issues if we 
were to issue requirements,” she said.

Virtual showings, registry access
One major challenge in this new world 

of coronavirus concern is the basic process 
of showing properties. It is still possible to 
conduct in-person showings with proper 
precautions. However, that has become prob-
lematic at a time when people are urged to 

restrict the number of places they go to – as 
well as heightened concerns among sellers 
about allowing people into their home.

While online prerecorded or live interac-
tive video tours of properties were already an 
important tool in real estate, until now they 
were primarily a convenience to enable buy-
ers to preview properties, rather than being 
a replacement for in-person visits.

Now, these virtual methods have become 
more important as the safest way to view 
homes. Agents say people who are preparing 
to buy a home may use electronic viewings 
to pre-screen listings and prepare a list of 
properties to visit in person when that be-
comes more feasible.

Paul Harsch, owner broker of real estate fi rm 
Harsch Associates in Williamstown, noted that 
his agency offers a sophisticated virtual house 
tour as an optional service. “It’s extremely 
interactive, and people can walk around and 
see individual details from different angles,” 
he said. “It’s not inexpensive, but in a situation 
like this it can be especially useful.”

Other factors affect the process of buy-
ing and selling properties, and the ability to 
complete all of the steps. Among them are the 
proper way to handle working with attorneys 
and other professionals. There are also liability 
concerns, fi nancing and physical inspections.

One step is the paperwork such as title 
searches, document recording, and other 
activities that are required for real estate 
transactions, which are handled by local 
offi ces of the statewide Registry of Deeds.

Patricia Harris, registrar of deeds for the 
Berkshire Middle District in Pittsfi eld, said 
that registries across the state are working 
hard to ensure that they continue to provide 
their usual services as much as possible. How-
ever, she added, access and procedures may 
vary among local registry offi ces, depending 
on specifi c factors.

The offi ce in Pittsfi eld has been able to 
function as close to normally as possible, 
she noted.

“Our offi ce in Pittsfi eld is physically closed 
to the public, and people can’t come into it,” 
said Harris. “But we’re still here and open 
for business. So far we have been able to 
handle our regular responsibilities by phone, 
mail and online.”

On-site service is still available at the 
Pittsfi eld offi ce for recording documents and 
other purposes. “People can call and stand 
outside the door and someone will come out 
and take their documents inside, and process 
and return them,” said Harris.

Most research, such as title searches can 
be done through online records. However, 
because people cannot come in, it may be 
more diffi cult or complex to handle certain 
instances, such as transactions involving 
probate or land-court – especially those in-
volving older records that may not be online.

While the offi ce continues to function 
as close to normal as possible within these 
guidelines, Harris cautioned that circum-
stances can change.

“If someone on our staff is diagnosed 
with the virus, it’s possible that we’d have to 
close the offi ce completely for disinfecting 
and work remotely instead,” she said. “That 
may limit what we could do to some extent.”

Harris recommended that attorneys and 
others who require document recording 
consider signing up for private processing 
services as a precaution.

“Some attorneys subscribe to those ser-
vices already, but it is an additional expense

continued on page 21

REAL ESTATE’S NEW REALITY
Pandemic presents 
challenges for all 
parties involved in 
residential market

Brandon Bailey, owner of Bailey Home Inspections in Dalton, prepares for a recent inspection by donning 
personal protective equipment. “I go in with full PPE…and I minimize unnecessary contact with surfaces,” 
he says, noting that the trade association for home inspectors has been offering online training courses 
in appropriate procedures and precautions for the coronavirus crisis. (Photo provided by Brandon Bailey)
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REAL estate
The following real Estate 
transactions are provided by 
Banker & Tradesman Real 
Estate Data Publishing. Only 
properties valued at $75,000 
or higher are included.

ADAMS
168 Friend St.
Buyer: Norman Anderson 
Jr +
Seller: Denise Blaisdell
Price: $214,900
Mortgage: $214,900
Lender: Mtg Research
Date: 2/11/20

31 Gilead St.
Buyer: Jordan Vanuni +
Seller: Hunter Brockway
Price: $137,000
Mortgage: $132,427
Lender: Academy Mtg
Date: 2/21/20

80 Maple St.
Buyer: Christopher 
Marszalek
Seller: Craig Marszalek +
Price: $160,000
Mortgage: $160,000
Lender: Mtg Research
Date: 2/25/20

9 Orchard St.
Buyer: JP Morgan Chase 
Bank
Seller: David Zappone +
Price: $110,400
Date: 2/10/20

180 Orchard St.
Buyer: Virginia Mach
Seller: Dennis Frieri +
Price: $255,000
Mortgage: $204,000
Lender: Adams Community
Date: 2/21/20

ALFORD
42 Old Village Rd.
Buyer: Leigh Schmitt +
Seller: Mary Foster
Price: $420,000
Mortgage: $336,000
Lender: USAA Fed SB

Date: 2/24/20

BECKET
3246 Main St.
Buyer: C E Swindlehurst
Seller: Jack Houghton Jr
Price: $77,500
Mortgage: $80,000
Lender: BFR 1 LLC
Date: 2/4/20

115 Mallard Dr.
Buyer: Carlo Reca +
Seller: Robert Beatty +
Price: $312,500
Date: 2/4/20

CLARKSBURG
787 River Rd.
Buyer: Charles Lapine Jr +
Seller: Nancy Sacco
Price: $135,000
Mortgage: $119,556
Lender: Academy Mtg
Date: 2/5/20

DALTON
123 Grange Hall Rd.
Buyer: Leslie Dolan
Seller: Dalton Center 
Block LLC
Price: $219,000
Date: 2/21/20

25 Pease Ave.
Buyer: Patrick Brennan
Seller: Kinnie Taylor
Price: $170,000
Mortgage: $161,500
Lender: Academy Mtg
Date: 2/10/20

FLORIDA
Hoosac Tunnel Rd.
Buyer: 18 Whitcomb Hill 
Road T +
Seller: Fuller Renee Est +
Price: $165,000
Date: 2/11/20

274 S County Rd.
Buyer: Lori Stewart

Seller: Paoletti Rita Est +
Price: $98,000
Date: 2/19/20

GREAT
BARRINGTON

280 Division St.
Buyer: American Institute
Seller: Robert Zuckerman +
Price: $1,380,000
Date: 2/14/20

15 Gilmore Ave.
Buyer: Kimberly Meares +
Seller: Bank New York 
Mellon Tr
Price: $91,000
Date: 2/11/20

43 Hart St.
Buyer: Live Well Financial 
Inc
Seller: Karen Beckwith +
Price: $85,000
Date: 2/26/20

924 Main St.
Buyer: Pediatric 
Development Ctr
Seller: Llama House LLC
Price: $642,000
Mortgage: $513,600
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 2/12/20

1015 Main St.
Buyer: Heather Churchill
Seller: Barbara Bonner 
RET +
Price: $382,000
Mortgage: $97,000
Lender: Adams Community
Date: 2/28/20

203 North St.
Buyer: Bryan House Sr +
Seller: Robin Weiss
Price: $292,000
Mortgage: $256,960
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 2/14/20

243 Park St. N
Buyer: Jack Kahlstrom +
Seller: Frederick Barbieri +
Price: $225,000
Date: 2/10/20

378 Park St. N
Buyer: Heidi Moser
Seller: Karen Kradel
Price: $258,500
Date: 2/13/20

12 Rosseter St.
Buyer: Grandy Holdings 
LLC
Seller: Paula Hatch
Price: $209,533
Date: 2/6/20

18 Rosseter St.
Buyer: Grandy Holdings 
LLC
Seller: Paula Hatch
Price: $283,467
Date: 2/6/20

140 West Ave.
Buyer: West Avenue LLC
Seller: 140 West Avenue 
LLC
Price: $400,000
Mortgage: $275,250
Lender: Salisbury B&T
Date: 2/28/20

Copper Beech Ln. U:32
Buyer: Bonnie Tucker-
Letoile
Seller: Martha Meier
Price: $514,000
Mortgage: $300,000

Lender: Farm Credit East
Date: 2/10/20

LANESBORO
24 Glassworks Rd.
Buyer: Shire Enterprises 
LLC
Seller: Richard Boynton
Price: $100,000
Mortgage: $80,000
Lender: Pittsfield Coop
Date: 2/19/20

12 Irwin St.
Buyer: Tristan Gaylord +
Seller: Paul Maloy +
Price: $138,500
Mortgage: $134,345
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 2/20/20

10 Monica Dr.
Buyer: James Dowling
Seller: Jeremie Bernier +
Price: $93,000
Date: 2/6/20

93 Summer St.
Buyer: Thomas Fahey 3rd
Seller: Stephen Deloye +
Price: $165,000
Mortgage: $148,500
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 2/21/20

LEE
405 Church St.
Buyer: Molly Montemagni
Seller: Scott Crawford +
Price: $236,000
Date: 2/18/20

395 Devon Rd.
Buyer: Franck Tessier +
Seller: William Winn +
Price: $450,000
Mortgage: $350,000
Lender: Adams Community
Date: 2/7/20

300 E Center St.
Buyer: Timothy Gaul
Seller: Craig Nordstrom 
2010 T +
Price: $210,000
Mortgage: $168,000
Lender: Adams Community
Date: 2/28/20

25 Margerie St.
Buyer: Jason Sonsini
Seller: US Bank NA Tr
Price: $140,000
Date: 2/28/20

1185 Pleasant St.
Buyer: Casella Waste 
Mgmt
Seller: Bad Boys RT +
Price: $963,800
Date: 2/4/20

1650 Pleasant St.
Buyer: Christopher 
Boswell
Seller: Charlene Boettcher
Price: $255,000
Mortgage: $250,381
Lender: Nations Lending
Date: 2/20/20

LENOX
37 Bracelan Ct.
Buyer: Silas Peno +
Seller: Erich Schmidt +
Price: $460,000
Date: 2/28/20

870 East St.
Buyer: Jacob Trudeau
Seller: Witman Properties 
Inc
Price: $183,000
Date: 2/20/20

901 East St.
Buyer: Louis Coradetti +
Seller: Stanley Duprey
Price: $354,000
Mortgage: $283,200
Lender: Adams Community

Date: 2/12/20

335 Housatonic St.
Buyer: J Pierre Duhon +
Seller: Rozek Stephen Est +
Price: $120,000
Mortgage: $133,600
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 2/3/20

211 Main St.
Buyer: Ellies Holdings LLC
Seller: Deutsche Bk Natl T
Price: $177,000
Mortgage: $264,000
Lender: Fox Point
Date: 2/11/20

212 Main St
Buyer: Timothy Siok +
Seller: Stuart Harry Est +
Price: $275,000
Mortgage: $206,250
Lender: TD Bank
Date: 2/10/20

11 Rose Bank Dr.
Buyer: Kathleen Cleary
Seller: Mary Bullock
Price: $100,000
Date: 2/20/20

11 Rose Bank Dr.
Buyer: Kathleen Cleary
Seller: J Christopher 
Bulger
Price: $100,000
Date: 2/20/20

55 Sherwood Dr.
Buyer: Harold Dupee Jr
Seller:  James Pennell FT +
Price: $179,900
Mortgage: $244,800
Lender: Pittsfield Coop
Date: 2/19/20

89 W Dugway Rd.
Buyer: Edward Goff
Seller: Felix Dulle LT +
Price: $379,000
Mortgage: $300,000
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 2/27/20

Highcrest Rd. U:2
Buyer: Alan Frankel +
Seller: Young Dora Jean Est +
Price: $560,000
Date: 2/26/20

165 Kemble St. U:14
Buyer: John Legere
Seller: Linda Fennell
Price: $2,075,000
Date: 2/28/20

55 Pittsfield Rd. U:12A
Buyer: PRG LLC
Seller: Lenox Commons 
Holdings
Price: $390,000
Mortgage: $584,000
Lender: Florence Bank
Date: 2/26/20

55 Pittsfield Rd. U:9
Buyer: Mill Creek Canyon 
Ranch
Seller: Lenox Commons 
Holdings
Price: $850,000
Date: 2/3/20

260 Pittsfield Rd. U:C9
Buyer: Richard Smith +
Seller: Vicki Smith +
Price: $140,000
Mortgage: $100,000
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 2/14/20

260 Pittsfield Rd. U:E10
Buyer: Sharon Peltier
Seller: Jonathan Davey +
Price: $85,000
Date: 2/3/20

5 Rolling Hills U:2
Buyer: Harriet Goldberg
Seller: 1st Amended & 
Restated +
Price: $213,750
Date: 2/12/20

7 Rolling Hills U:4
Buyer: Irina Lugovskaya
Seller: Leila Brand T +
Price: $135,000
Date: 2/3/20

81 Walker St. U:4
Buyer: Harvey Siegel
Seller: Arlin Wasserman
Price: $520,000
Date: 2/11/20

MONTEREY
22 Northwest Cove
Buyer: Brian Dolby +
Seller: Runamuck 
Partnership
Price: $465,000
Date: 2/28/20

Tyringham Rd.
Buyer: Berkshire Natural 
Resources
Seller: Hudson FT +
Price: $130,000
Date: 2/26/20

NORTH ADAMS
59 Birchwood Ter.
Buyer: Rebecca Choquette +
Seller: Charles Lapine Jr +
Price: $187,000
Mortgage: $183,612
Lender: Academy Mtg
Date: 2/5/20

345 Houghton St.
Buyer: Joshua Capelle

Seller: Jennifer Bushika +
Price: $80,000
Date: 2/26/20

152 Veazie St.
Buyer: Michael Gancarz +
Seller: Jennifer Choquette
Price: $152,500
Mortgage: $154,040
Lender: Adams Community
Date: 2/5/20

171 Veazie St.
Buyer: David Jennings
Seller: James Obrien
Price: $148,000
Mortgage: $140,600
Lender: Trustco
Date: 2/4/20

991 West Shaft Rd.
Buyer: Michelle Delisle
Seller: Pamela Bachli +
Price: $125,000
Mortgage: $118,650
Lender: Adams Community
Date: 2/20/20

OTIS
11 East Otis Rd.
Buyer: 11 East Otis LLC
Seller: Huan Chun Lin
Price: $150,000
Mortgage: $60,000
Lender: Seller
Date: 2/7/20

183 Judd Rd.
Buyer: William Bunnell +
Seller: Jan Healey
Price: $340,000
Mortgage: $232,000
Lender: Total Mtg Svcs
Date: 2/28/20

PERU
17 Raymond Rd.
Buyer: Adam Zuber
Seller: Joseph Lussier +
Price: $199,000
Mortgage: $139,000
Lender: Berkshire Bank
Date: 2/12/20

PITTSFIELD
59 Bartlett Ave.
Buyer: Duta Real Estate 
LLC
Seller: David Cianflone
Price: $180,000
Mortgage: $165,000
Lender: Seller
Date: 2/6/20

103 Cambridge Ave.
Buyer: Michele Streeter
Seller: Lutes Donald Jr Est +
Price: $160,500
Date: 2/14/20

18 Cromwell Ave.
Buyer: Corey Plankey
Seller: Paul Hamilton
Price: $149,900
Mortgage: $147,184
Lender: Academy Mtg
Date: 2/18/20

19 Crosier Ave.
Buyer: FNMA
Seller: Eleanor Reynolds +
Price: $86,300
Date: 2/11/20

501 Dalton Ave.
Buyer: Ko Resources LLC
Seller: Wojtkowski Bros 
Inc
Price: $750,000
Mortgage: $732,000
Lender: Seller
Date: 2/27/20

13 Darlene Ave.
Buyer: Emil Venere +
Seller: Rose Viens
Price: $224,500
Date: 2/24/20

35 Dexter St.
Buyer: Sheryl Duval
Seller: Michael Carvalho +
Price: $158,000
Mortgage: $98,000
Lender: Adams Community
Date: 2/28/20

235 East St.
Buyer: AM Management 
LLC
Seller: Reigning Love 
Christ Ctr
Price: $450,000
Date: 2/21/20

378 Elm St.
Buyer: Mary Hebert
Seller: Forte Mary Est +
Price: $170,000
Mortgage: $75,000
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 2/14/20

56 Farnsworth Ter.
Buyer: Michael Lausier
Seller: Adrienne Jozefiak
Price: $207,000
Mortgage: $207,000
Lender: Adams Community
Date: 2/14/20

155 Francis Ave.
Buyer: Berkshire Home 
Rentals
Seller: Therese Michaud
Price: $154,900
Mortgage: $148,920
Lender: Adams Community
Date: 2/28/20

33 Harding St.

Buyer: Michael Daniello
Seller: William Johnson +
Price: $116,500
Mortgage: $102,925
Lender: Trustco
Date: 2/12/20

70 Harding St.
Buyer: Ryan Palmer
Seller: Brian Reardon
Price: $159,000
Mortgage: $154,230
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 2/13/20

246 Harryel St.
Buyer: Jakob Barbarotta
Seller: Michael Hobart +
Price: $195,000
Mortgage: $189,150
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 2/28/20

90 Hawthorne Ave.
Buyer: Kevin Clark
Seller: Donald Wagner +
Price: $99,000
Mortgage: $136,030
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 2/19/20

933 Holmes Rd.
Buyer: Guidewire Inc
Seller: Constance Thomas +
Price: $264,750
Date: 2/18/20

67 Hull Ave.
Buyer: FNMA
Seller: Jack Gritman
Price: $88,442
Date: 2/27/20

28 Kearney Ave.
Buyer: Reed Mancari +
Seller: Andrew Winston +
Price: $198,355
Mortgage: $209,450
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 2/14/20

255 Lenox Ave.
Buyer: FNMA
Seller: Shayne Cahalan
Price: $110,204
Date: 2/28/20

140 Melbourne Rd.
Buyer: SRC Pittsfield RE 
LLC
Seller: NHP Melbourne 
LLC
Price: $13,300,000
Mortgage: $18,095,000
Lender: US Bank NA
Date: 2/10/20

1-9 Melville St.
Buyer: Moby Properties 
LLC
Seller: Olmsted RT +
Price: $1,550,000
Mortgage: $1,143,750
Lender: Berkshire Bank
Date: 2/21/20

308 North St.
Buyer: Moby Properties 
LLC
Seller: Olmsted RT +
Price: $1,550,000
Mortgage: $1,143,750
Lender: Berkshire Bank
Date: 2/21/20

865 North St.
Buyer: James Hynes
Seller: Amy Norkus +
Price: $125,000
Mortgage: $127,875
Lender: Academy Mtg
Date: 2/7/20

1554 North St.
Buyer: Ronen LLC
Seller: Miguel Lopez +
Price: $129,000
Date: 2/7/20

109 Pine Grove Dr.
Buyer: Rachel Martel
Seller: Ellies Holdings LLC
Price: $168,850
Mortgage: $155,658
Lender: Trustco
Date: 2/7/20

190 Pomeroy Ave.
Buyer: Octavia Jones-May
Seller: Mark Call
Price: $285,000
Mortgage: $279,837
Lender: Republic State
Date: 2/21/20

26 Roselyn Dr.
Buyer: Joseph Healy
Seller: Sara Kataoka
Price: $195,000
Mortgage: $195,000
Lender: Academy Mtg
Date: 2/6/20

78 Sampson Pkwy.
Buyer: Michael Morelli +
Seller: Alfred Gelinas +
Price: $216,500
Mortgage: $212,578
Lender: Academy Mtg
Date: 2/7/20

45 Stoddard Ave.

Buyer: Jorge Auqui +
Seller: Harold Dupee Jr
Price: $167,000
Date: 2/7/20

23 Waverly St.
Buyer: Megan Chase-
Porter +
Seller: Liza Gennari
Price: $243,000
Mortgage: $223,000
Lender: Draper and Kramer
Date: 2/27/20

340 West St.
Buyer: BPN 340 West LLC
Seller: J&G Realty 
Properties LLC
Price: $699,000
Mortgage: $559,200
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 2/28/20

12 Whitman St.
Buyer: Martin Hughes +
Seller: Anne Wininger
Price: $178,000
Mortgage: $158,420
Lender: Pittsfield Coop
Date: 2/12/20

60 Worthington St.
Buyer: Jose Santamaria
Seller: Fiehrer Judith Est +
Price: $99.900
Mortgage: $89,910
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 2/27/20

Alpine Trail U:134
Buyer: Evan Claar
Seller: Samdperil FT +
Price: $425,000
Date: 2/7/20

SHEFFIELD
172 E Main St.
Buyer: Luis Bolivar-Yauri
Seller: Koshar Alice Est +
Price: $210,000
Mortgage: $65,000
Lender: Lee Bank
Date: 2/19/20

N Main St.
Buyer: Alexander Sarbib +
Seller: Epicampus Inv
Price: $100,000
Mortgage: $70,000
Lender: Lee Bank
Date: 2/28/20

608 West Rd.
Buyer: Gordon Dixon +
Seller: Donna Delmolino +
Price: $155,000
Mortgage: $124,000
Lender: Bay Equity
Date: 2/25/20

STOCKBRIDGE
78 Main St.
Buyer: James Harter +
Seller: Jeffrey Elmer +
Price: $315,000
Mortgage: $236,250
Lender: Newrez LLC
Date: 2/24/20

19 Hawthorne Rd. U:3B
Buyer: Donna Spector
Seller: Jay Marks
Price: $640,000
Date: 2/28/20

WEST
STOCKBRIDGE

22 Great Barrington Rd.
Buyer: Clayton Beauchaine 
Jr +
Seller: Joseph Roy Jr +
Price: $200,000
Mortgage: $190,000
Lender: Academy Mtg
Date: 2/21/20

46 W Center Rd.
Buyer: Steven Kinney +
Seller: Jeffrey Berger +
Price: $721,000
Mortgage: $576,800
Lender: Adams Community
Date: 2/28/20

5 Washington Sq.
Buyer: Melissa Martinez +
Seller: Washington Square 
T +
Price: $245,000
Mortgage: $232,750
Lender: Academy Mtg
Date: 2/28/20

WILLIAMSTOWN
74 Lee Ter.
Buyer: Mookharin 
Khajornchaisak
Seller: Panom 
Voravittayathorn
Price: $190,000
Mortgage: $150,000
Lender: Adams Community
Date: 2/26/20

20 Longview Ter.
Buyer: Kristy Fitzgibbons
Seller: Suk Namkoong +
Price: $582,500
Date: 2/28/20

44 Woodcock Rd.
Buyer: Michael Mcneil +
Seller: Allsop FT +
Price: $160,000
Mortgage: $128,000
Lender: Adams Community
Date: 2/20/20

u

One of many historical 
properties we protect

every day.

1-800-369-3905
www.LeeAudioNSecurity.net
MA Lic #1468C • NY Lic #12000022800

The Berkshire Block
321 Main Street • Great Barrington

• 224 to 589 sq. ft. available
• From $1,064 to $2,847 per month 
• Prime downtown location
• Shared conference room

• Large waiting room
• Elevator
• Central HVAC
• Move-in ready (furniture not included)

Brand new, high-end office space for rent in downtown Great Barrington

CONTACT: Glenn Langenback, Property Director
Tel: 413.236.5957 • Cell: 413.464.4211 • Email: GLangenback@verizon.net
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Berkshire County real estate transfers

and others do not,” she said. “However, if 
something were to prevent us from perform-
ing those functions, that would be a backup.”

Inspection protocol
Other steps in the sale process include 

physical inspections and evaluations of 
properties, such as those conducted for buy-
ers in the period between a sale agreement 
and the closing. These inspections depend 
on the ability and willingness of profession-
als to provide their services in the current 
environment, as well as gaining permission 
for access from the homeowner.

Brandon Bailey, a licensed home inspector 
and the owner of Bailey Home Inspections 
in Dalton, said he is continuing to do inspec-
tions. “However, business has slowed right 
down and I’ve only done two inspections 
since this started,” he said in late March.

Bailey said that the trade association for 
home inspectors has been offering online 
training courses in the appropriate procedures 
and precautions.

“I’m also a professional firefighter, and 
I follow practices of the fire department,” 
he said. “I go in with full PPE (personal 
protective equipment) including a mask and 
gloves, and I minimize unnecessary contact 
with surfaces.”

Bailey noted that one buyer wanted to 
witness the inspection. “I used Facetime (a 
visual communication application) on my 
phone and the buyer was able to watch the 
whole inspection,” he said.

A required step in housing sales is an in-
spection by the local fire department to ensure 
that a building has proper smoke and carbon 
monoxide (CO) alarms. During the current 
emergency, some local departments continue 
to do inspections, but many have either tem-
porarily curtailed or placed delays on them.

To compensate for that, the rules have been 
temporarily adjusted by the state. Deferrals 
are currently allowed for sales to take place 
without that certification until 90 days after 
the official state of emergency is lifted if 
certain legal conditions are met. The buyer 
must agree to immediately equip the home 
with smoke and CO alarms that meet the code 
requirements and submit the signed agree-
ment to the fire department within 72 hours.

The coronavirus crisis has also altered the 
traditional closing ceremony when buyers, 
sellers and their representatives sit around a 

table to sign the final documents and officially 
transfer ownership. Instead, the parties are 
now encouraged to handle the signing sepa-
rately and transferring the documents to their 
representatives to handle the final closing.

Realtors react
In the midst of all this, individual brokers 

and agencies are taking diverse approaches.
Hassan said she has decided to temporarily 

suspend most of her activities during the coro-
navirus emergency other than some essential 
or very limited activity under strict conditions.

“We’re not going out on personal show-
ings or having any face-to-face interactions 
as a matter of personal safety,” she said. “I 
believe we all should do what the health 
professionals recommend and stay home to 
prevent the spread of the virus. I’m going 
to wait until it’s safe to get back to normal. 
Nobody should sacrifice lives for a dollar.”

Harsch described the present situation for 
his agency as an “unanticipated vacation.”

“Right now I’m just primarily working on 
existing contracts,” he said. “There’s not a 
lot of call for new listings right now.”

Harsch said his agency remains open to 
new listings and clients, and will evaluate 
specific situations individually.

“There’s no one-size-fits-all answer for 
this situation,” he said. “When things come 
along, we’ll evaluate how to handle them on 
a case-by-case basis.”

The initial metrics in March, when the 
coronavirus threat gained in momentum, 
indicated a strong existing housing mar-
ket, according to figures compiled by the 
Berkshire County Board of Realtors.

In March of 2020, exactly the same number 
of sales, 81, were transacted as in March 2019 
and the year-to-date sales at the beginning 
of April were up 18 percent from 2019 with 
a total of 268 sales reported. The value of 
residential sales topped $85.5 million dollars 
in the first quarter of 2020, compared to $59 
million last year.

However, as concern over the virus 
mounted, and the state imposed its emer-
gency order, that pace rapidly slowed, and 
indications of the downturn became evident 
by early April.

There were 722 active listings in March 
2020 compared to 896 in 2019 and new list-
ings declined by 12 percent. Going into April, 
pending sales numbers were down from 134 
last year to 90 this year. This downward 
shift is expected to continue, depending on 
how long the emergency order and social 
pullbacks due to the virus last.

The longer-term picture will also depend 

on those factors, as well as the state of the 
economy, the policies and actions of the 
FHA and private lenders, and other factors 
in the aftermath.

“I’d like to be optimistic and think that if 
there is a recession it will be a short turndown 
followed by a quick recovery,” said Crerar. 
“But no one really knows. So much will 
depend on how long we have to deal with the 
virus itself, and the economic situation and 
the confidence of people after that.”

She emphasized that Berkshire County has 
geographic and demographic sub-markets, 
which may be affected differently over time.

“Second-home buyers tend to have more 
financial resources and are likely to have 
more of a cushion,” she said. “However, 
they are not necessarily wealthy, and they 
are affected by the economy.”

She added that the condition of the finan-
cial markets affects several segments of real 
estate here. “Buyers who are thinking of a 
retirement home may not be able to purchase 
it if their savings are adversely affected by 
the financial markets,” she said.

Crerar said workforce housing has been 
an increasingly strong market, especially in 

centers like Pittsfield. “That will depend on 
the employment situation, and how many 
people are laid off and how many of those 
are able to rejoin the workforce,” she said.

Harsch, who has been in real estate since 
1975, noted that he has experienced the ups 
and downs of other real estate cycles. He said 
the coronavirus crisis adds a significant and 
unknown factor to more familiar patterns.

“This is unlike anything we have expe-
rienced before,” he said. “In my opinion, 
before the virus the market was already 
peaking from the recovery after 2009, and 
we were due for a recession,” he said. “But 
the virus is impacting that in a much more 
severe manner. So we don’t know whether a 
recovery will take months or years.”

Like others, Hassan said she does not know 
what the longer-term picture will be and was 
reluctant to make a specific prediction.

“It will all depend on the virus and the 
economy and when people start feeling more 
confident again,” she said. “It’s possible that 
if this eases up by summer, many buyers and 
sellers who have been waiting will get into 
the market again, and we could have a busy 
season then. But who knows?”u

Residential market
continued from page 19
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BY JOHN TOWNES
As providers of life’s most basic neces-

sities, supermarkets, groceries and con-
venience stores have been in the frontline 
of the current disruptions caused by the 
coronavirus pandemic.

The concept of “business as usual” has 
rapidly become obsolete – at least for the 
time being – and stores have had to make 
many adjustments.

The sudden change in normal shopping 
patterns created new challenges, as the laws 
of supply and demand intensified in drastic 
new ways. Shoppers rushed to stock up in 
anticipation of enforced isolation, which led 
to hoarding and many empty shelves.

The normal production sources and sup-
ply chains that stores rely on have also been 
strained under the pressure.

At the same time, as central public spaces, 
grocery stores also had to adapt to the re-
luctance of many people to do their usual 
shopping in person, as well as the significant 
number who were urged to stay home because 
of their age or physical condition.

The usual requirements for sanitation 
also have become much more critical and 
complex to minimize the potential presence 
of the virus.

The situation has also had a personal di-
mension for the people who work in stores 
and have had to face the uncertainties stem-

ming from direct contact with the public and 
potential exposure to the coronavirus.

Among the stores that are making those 
adjustments is Loeb’s Food Town, an inde-
pendent grocery at 42 Main St. in Lenox.

Loeb’s has been a staple merchant in Lenox 
for decades, selling groceries and sundries, 
fresh produce and has a butcher’s counter and 
a deli, providing fresh meats, sandwiches and 
other prepared meals and grab-and-go items.

When the preparations and subsequent 

emergency order stemming from the CO-
VID-19 crisis emerged, Loeb’s was already 
in the midst of a transition.

Current owners Bernard and Isabel Fallon 
purchased Loeb’s from its former longtime 
owners, the Albert family, in 2019 (August 
2019 BT&C). Since then, they have been 
updating the store and increasing the variety 
of its inventory, including a greater emphasis 
on specialty products and organic and locally 
sourced food.

In terms of volume, the store had already 
been on a growth curve.

“In February, business was up significantly 
from last year,” said Bernard Fallon. “One 
reason is that we’ve been expanding our se-
lection, and by early this year we had added 
about 600 skews (product lines). We’re now 
up to about 1,700 new ones.”

That increase in demand was suddenly 
accelerated by the coronavirus threat and 
the resulting rush by consumers to stock up.

“Demand shot up like a rocket,” said 
Fallon.

Loeb’s (413-637-0270 or loebsfoodtown.
com) has been dealing with the same issues 
and pressures as other food stores. However, 
Fallon believes they have not experienced 
them to the same degree as larger super-
markets, because it primarily serves local 
customers in a smaller community.

“We’ve seen some panic buying and people 
stocking up on items in larger quantities,” 
he said. “And some deliveries are not com-
ing in, and we have run low or been out of 
certain items at times. But, overall, we’ve 
been able to keep up with the demand and 
keep the shelves stocked.”

One adjustment that has been made was 
to add order-by-phone curbside pick-ups and 
expanded delivery service.

Customers can call the store and place an 
order. Loeb’s provides a confirmation number 
for payment. Once the order is totaled, Loeb’s 
calls back for payment by credit card.

They give the customer a pick-up time or a 
delivery window. For pick-up, customers call 
the store when they arrive, and the staff will 
bring the order to the car or leave it curbside.

“People are still coming into the store 
and shopping in person,” said Fallon. “But 
we’re also doing a lot of curbside pickups, 
and there’s been a trend to that.”

Fallon said he and the staff have been 
coping with the circumstances well.

“Some employees have chosen not to 
come in, primarily teenagers who are staying 
at home with their families,” he said. “But 
most of us are still working, and we’re all 
handling it and able to do what needs to 
be done.”

He added that to ensure a safe environ-
ment within the store they follow the of-
ficial sanitation guidelines and make extra 
additional efforts.

Less than a year after taking ownership of Loeb’s Food Town in Lenox, Isabel and Bernard Fallon have seen 
their role in the community take on a new dimension as an “essential business” that is allowed to operate 
under the state’s emergency shut-down order due to the coronavirus pandemic. (BT&C file photo)

LOEB’S FOOD TOWN

Small grocery 
store adapts to 
challenges of 
coronavirus era

placeMARKET

Visa • Master Card • Discover • American Express

413-637-2100
www.BerkshireMerchantServices.com

SPECIAL CHARITY PROMOTION
TO BENEFIT THE

BERKSHIRE HUMANE SOCIETY

For every new account, Berkshire Merchant 
Services will donate $150 to the 
Berkshire Humane Society in 
your name.

It’s a win-win situation – 
you save money on your 
credit credit card fees and 
the Humane Society gets 
a needed donation.

Don Raiche  

“Don was very professional and saved us money...he 
knows that the more money saved...the more we can 
help animals. Don is very interested in helping and 
delivering the best product possible!”

– John Perreault, Berkshire Humane Society

“Don is always keeping us updated and a super nice 
gentleman to do business with.”

– Paula Phillips, Shamrock Dog Grooming
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“We make sure we follow good practices, 
including gloves, and spraying and wiping 
everything down frequently,” he said.

During this situation, they are closing 
the store an hour ear-
lier each day, to allow 
extra time for cleanup 
and restocking. Cur-
rent temporary hours 
are Monday through 
Saturday from 7 a.m. 
to 6 p.m. and Sunday from 7 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Although items like toilet paper have got-
ten a disproportionate amount of attention in 
the crisis, Fallon noted that other merchandise 
seems to be the most in demand.

“One category that’s selling really well 
are things like pot roast, stew beef and other 
items for cooking at home,” he said.

While the current conditions are unpredict-
able, Fallon believes 
that smaller food stores 
like his are well posi-
tioned to handle them.

“I think a lot of 
people prefer coming 
to a smaller store at a 

time like this, because it seems a lot more 
manageable,” he said. “Many people have 
been coming up to us to say thank you, and 
that they really appreciate that we’re here. 
That’s very satisfying.”u

Like other grocery stores and supermarkets, Loeb’s Food Town in Lenox is now offering delivery and 
curbside pick-up of orders for customers who prefer not to shop in person during the COVID-19 crisis.

“Many people have been 
coming up to us to say thank 
you, and that they really ap-

preciate that we’re here.”
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Alex and Sandra need it for their wild adventures.

BerkshireMM.com • (888) 232-6072

Money management helps you have enough, 
because you can’t afford to run out.
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Pittsfield
70 South St.
(413) 447-7304

Pittsfield
110 Dalton Ave.
(413) 395-9626

Dalton
431 Main St.
(413) 684-1551

Gt. Barrington
325 Main St.
(413) 528-2840

pittsfieldcoop.com Member FDIC & DIF            Equal Housing Lender

We’re Not Going Anywhere
For over 131 years, the Pittsfield Cooperative Bank has been committed to supporting

the communities we serve. Even during two Word Wars, the Great Depression, and the

flu pandemic of 1918, no one ever lost a penny at the Pittsfield Cooperative Bank. 

Today, we are well capitalized and financially strong. We are insured by the Federal 

Deposit Insurance Fund (FDIC) and the Depositors Insurance Fund (DIF). We believe 

in our cooperative heritage and believe our financial strength demonstrates that 

community banking, focused on customer needs and supported by a dedicated staff,

can withstand and thrive in the most challenging times.




